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Abstract 
This thesis is a study on Riemann surfaces and algebraic curves. 
In the first chapter, basic results, including Huwitz's formula and Pliicker's 
formula for smooth projective plane curves are proved, with a focus on topological 
methods. Divisors are then introduced to organize forms, functions and maps, 
and the sheaf-theoretical method is emphasized throughout. 
In the second chapter, a finiteness theorem is proved, leading to the existence 
of nonconstant meromorphic functions on any compact Riemann surface. It can 
be shown that every compact Riemann surface can be represented as the Riemann 
surface of an irreducible algebraic equation. The field of meromorphic functions 
on a compact Riemann surface is proved to be a finitely generated extension field 
of C of transcendence degree one. The Riemann-Roch theorem and Serre duality 
are then established. This chapter provides the link from the analytic category 
to the algebraic category and projective geometry. 
In the third chapter, algebraic sheaves, invertible sheaves and line bundles 
are discussed. Isomorphisms between the Picard group, the group of invert-
ible sheaves, the group of line bundles and the first Cech cohomology group 
are given. 
In the last chapter, a uniqueness theorem for algebraic curves is proved. Gen-
eralization of analogous theorems from C to finite fields may find applications to 
algebraic geometry codes. 
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Chapter 1 
Basic Notions of Riemann 
Surfaces 
1.1 Functions, Forms and Hurwitz's Formula 
Definition 1.1 A Riemann surface is a second countable connected Hausdorff 
topological space X such that there is an open cover {Ua} of X, with homeomor-
phisms (f)a-Ua-^ Va whcre Va is an open set in C and are compatible to each 
other, that is 0 a � i s holomorphic on UaClUp-
Some basic examples of compact Riemann surfaces are the projective line, the 
Riemann sphere and complex tori. Other examples include smooth irreducible 
affine plane curves and smooth projective plane curves. 
Definition 1.2 An affine plane curve X is the locus of zeros m C^ of a poly-
nomial f{z,w). The polynomial f(z,w) is singular at p if ~{p) = = o. 
The affine plane curve X is smooth if f is non-singular at each point of X. 
By the implicit function theorem, we can define complex charts on a smooth 
affine plane curve X. Furthermore, if f{z,w) is an irreducible polynomial, then 
6 
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X is connected. Hence every smooth irreducible affine plane curve is a Riemann 
surface. Note that no affine plane curve is compact since it is not bounded in C^ 
Definition 1.3 A projective plane curve X is the locus of zeros in of a ho-
mogenous polynomial F{x, y, z), that is X = {[x : y : z] ： F{x, y, z) = 0| A 
dF dF dF ‘ 
point pe X is singular if — (p) = —(p) = —(p) = 0. The curve X is called 
smooth if it is non-singular at each point of X. The degree of a projective plane 
curve defined by F is the degree of the homogenous polynomial F. 
Note that every non-singular homogenous polynomial is irreducible. Suppose 
X is a smooth projective plane curve defined by a non-singular homogenous 
polynomial F. When X is restricted to a; 0, y 0, 2 0 respectively 
it is a smooth irreducible affine plane curve. Also, X is compact since it is a 
closed subset in P^. Therefore, every smooth projective plane curve is a compact 
Riemann surface.. 
Definition 1.4 Let X be a Riemann surface where X c P". X is a smooth 
projective curve if at each p e X，there exists a homogenous coordinate Zj such 
that 
1. Zj ^  0 at p 
2. for all k, — is a holomorphic function on X near p 
之j 
3. there exists a homogenous coordinate Zi such that — is a local coordinate 
on X near p 
Any ratio of homogenous polynomials of the same degree where the denom-
inator not identically zero is a meromorphic function on a smooth projective 
curve. 
Definition 1.5 Let X be a Riemann surface. Let f be a complex-valued function 
defined on a neighborhood W of p e X. f is holomorphic at p if there exists a 
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chart • •• U V with p e U, such that f o (^―丄 is holomorphic at / is 
a holomorphic function on X if f is holomorphic at each point of X. Denote 
0{W) = {f ： W C where f is holomorphic on W}. 
By the maximum modulus theorem, if f is holomorphic on a compact Riemann 
surface X, then / is a constant function. To study compact Riemann surfaces, 
we need to study meromorphic functions. 
Definition 1.6 Let X he a Riemann surface. Let f be a complex-valued function 
defined on a neighborhood W of p e X. f is meromorphic at p if there exists a 
chart 小：U — V with p e U, such that f o 小-:is meromorphic at / is 
a meromorphic function on X if f is meromorphic at every point of X. Denote 
M{W) = {f : W ^ C where f is meromorphic on W}. 
The order of a meromorphic function f at p, denoted by ordp(/), is the order 
of its Laurent series in a local coordinate. This is independent of the choice of 
local coordinate. For every nonconstant meromorphic function / on a compact 
Riemann surface X, = 0. 
Definition 1.7 A mapping between two Riemann surfaces F : X Y is holo-
morphic at p e X if there exist charts ： ^ Vi on X with p e Ui and 
(j)^ ： U2 V2 on Y with F{p) e Ih, such that (^2。F o (/)「i is holomorphic at 
(p). F is a holomorphic map if F is holomorphic at each point of X. 
Fix a nonconstant holomorphic map F : X Y. For every p G X, there is 
a unique integer m > 1 such that for every chart 02 ： ^ V2 on V centered 
at F(p), there exists a chart h •  — Vi on X centered at p such that 02 〇 
F o 二 广.The integer m is called the multiplicity of F at p, denoted by 
multp(F). A point p e X is a ramification point of F if multp(F) > 2. A point 
g e y is a branch point of F if it is the image of a ramification point of F. The 
degree of F, denoted by deg(F), is the sum of multiplicities of F at the preimages 
oiqeY, that is deg(F) 二 I]peF-i(<7)multp(F). This is independent oiqeY. 
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Theorem 1.8 (Hurwitz's Formula) Let F : X — Y be a nonconstant holo-
morphic map between two compact Riemann surfaces. Then 2g(X) — 2 = deg{F) 
i^y)-2) + - 1), where g(X) and g{Y) are the genus numbers 
of X and Y respectively. 
Proof Since X is compact, there are finite numbers of ramification points. Take 
a triangulation of Y such that each branch point is a vertex, and lift the triangu-
lation via the map F. Then every ramification point is a vertex of the triangu-
lation on X. Let v, e, t be the numbers of vertices, edges, triangles respectively 
in the triangulation of Y, and v, e, t be those on X. Since there is no ramifica-
tion point inside any triangle of X, e = deg(F)e and i = deg(F)亡.Also, v = 
Eg vertex of Y YjpeF-'^{q) ^ ~ S<7 vertex of y(deg(F) + ^p^p-i — = 
deg(i> + E p •如 of ；腿lt“i^)). 
By the theory of the Euler number, 2 - 2g(X) = v - e i = deg(F)v + 
E p .erte.。,入（1—匪M巧)-deg(F)e+ deg(作=deg(F)(^-e+0+Ep 徽te工 of x 
(l-miiltp(F)). Hence 2giX} — 2 = deg(F)(2"(y) - 2) + Epex(mult^(F) - 1). • 
Definition 1.9 Let X be a Riemann surface. A holomorphic {meromorphic) 1-
form on X is a collection of holomorphic (meromorphic) 1-forms, one for each 
chart on X, such that ifui = f{z)dz for one chart and U2 = g{w)dw for another 
chart, then g(w) = f(T{w))V{w) where z = T{w). Denote the set of holomorphic 
1-forms by f2(i)(X)，and the set of meromorphic 1-forms by 
Definition 1.10 Let X be a Riemann surface. A l-form on X is a collec-
tion of 1-forms, one for each chart on X, such that if uj^ = fi{z,z)dz + 
gi{z,z)dz for one chart and uj2 = f2{w,w)dz + g2{w,w)dw for another chart 
thenf2{w,w) = fi{T{w),T{^)r{w) andg2{w,w) = g,{T{w),T{^)r(w) where 
z = T(w). Denote the set of C � 1-forms by 
Since dz and dz parts of a l-form are preserved under the change of 
coordinates, we can define the followings. 
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Definition 1.11 Let X be a Riemann surface. A 1-form on X is of type 
(1,0) if it is locally in the form of f{z,z)dz. It is of type (0，1) if it is locally in 
the form of g{z,z)dz. Denote the set of 1-forms of type (1,0) by <f(i，o)(X)， 
and the set 1-forms of type (0,1) by 
Let cj be a meromorphic 1-form on a Riemann surface X. Fix p e X, choose 
a local coordinate z centered at p and write uj = f{z)dz = Ciz^)dz near p 
The order of u at p, denoted by ordp(a;), is the order of the meromorphic function 
f at p. The residue of u at p, denoted by ReSp(a;), is the coefficient c_i. Observe 
that ordp(a;) and ReSp(a;) are independent of the choice of local coordinates. The 
residue theorem says that if a; is a meromorphic 1-form on a compact Riemann 
surface X, then “ 
Let F : X r be a nonconstant holomorphic map between two compact 
Riemann surfaces. For any chart 0 : U V on X with local coordinate w and 
: U' 一 V' onY with local coordinate z, such that F(U) C U'. Write F in terms 
of the local coordinates, z — h(w) for some holomorphic function h. Let o; be a 
meromorphic 1-form on Y, and write u = f(z)dz. Define F*uj = f{h(w))h'(w)dw 
Then F*uj gives a well-defined meromorphic 1-form on X. F*uj is called the 
pullback of UJ via F. 
By choosing local coordinates w centered at p and z centered at F{p) a 
meromorphic 1-form a; on y is in the form of higher order terms 
where n = orciF(p)(cj). Let m = multp(F). Then F*uj is in the form of (cw;聰+ 
higher order t e r m s ) H e n c e the order of F*uj is n m + m — 1，that is 
ordp(F*(w)) = (1+ ord/r(p)(6c;))multp(F) - 1. 
1.2 Divisors 
Definition 1.12 Let X be a Riemann surface. A divisor on X is a function 
D : X Z whose support is a discrete subset of X. 
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Set of divisors on X, denoted by Div(X), is an abelian group under pointwise 
addition. Write a divisor D as a formal sum, D = D(p) • p. If X is a 
compact Riemann surface, then divisors on X have finite support. Hence, we 
can define the degree of a divisor D on a compact Riemann surface X to be 
deg(D) = D{p). 
Definition 1.13 Let X be a Riemann surface and f be a meromorphic function 
on X. The divisor of f , div(/) = Y^p^x ordp(/) . p is called a principal divisor 
on X. Denote PDiv(X) as the set of principal divisors on X. 
Note that PDiv(X) is a subgroup of Div(X). The group of divisors modulo 
principal divisors is called the Picard group of X, denoted by Pic(X), that is 
Pic(X) = Div⑷/PDiv(X). Also note that the degree of any principal divisor 
on a compact Riemann surface is zero because deg(div(/)) = = 0 
for any meromorphic function / on a compact Riemann surface X. 
Definition 1.14 Let F : X — Y be a nonconstant holomorphic map between two 
Riemann surfaces. The ramification divisor of F, denoted by Rp, is the divisor 
on X defined by Rp = I]pex[multp(F) - I]- p. The branch divisor of F, denoted 
by Bp, is the divisor on Y defined by Bp = Egey lEpeF-i(<?)(miiltp(F) — 1)] . q. 
Observe that deg(i?F) is precisely the error term in Hurwitz's formula. That 
is 2g(X) -2 = deg(F)(2^(y) - 2)+ deg(i?/r). 
Definition 1.15 Let X be a Riemann surface and u he a nonzero meromorphic 
1-form on X . The divisor of uj, div(w) = Ep^x ordp(a;) -p is called a canonical 
divisor on X. Denote KDiv(X) as the set of canonical divisors on X. 
Definition 1.16 Two divisors on a Riemann surafce X are said to be linearly 
equivalent, that is Di ~ D2, if their difference is a principal divisor. 
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Note that the above relation is an equivalence relation on Div(X). A equiv-
alence class is a coset for PDiv(X). Also, if X is compact, linearly equivalent 
divisors have the same degree because the degree of any principal divisor on a 
compact Riemann surface is zero. 
Lemma 1.17 Let uJi and uj2 be two meromorphic 1-forms on a Riemann surface 
X and ui ^ 0. Then there exists a meromorphic function f on X such that 
= M • 
Proof For any chart (f) : U V on X with local coordinate 2，and for i = 1,2, 
write uji{z) = gi(z)dz for some meromorphic functions Qi on V. Let / = — o 
9\ 
Then / is a meromorphic function on U. It suffices to show that f agrees on 
intersection. Suppose w is another local coordinate with z = T{w). Write cUi{w)= 
释 Where = 楊 - e n • = g ™ = j g . 
Hence there exists a global meromorphic function f such that uji = fuj2. • 
Proposition 1.18 Let X be a compact Riemann surface of genus g with a non-
constant meromorphic function. Then every canonical divisor of a non-vanishing 
meromorphic 1-form on X has degree 2g — 2. 
Proof Let / be a nonconstant meromorphic function on X. Consider the holo-
morphic map F : X — Coo defined by F(p) = f{p) if p is not a pole of /, 
and F(p) = oo if p is a pole of f . Consider the meromorphic 1-form u = dz 
on Coo- It has double poles at oo with no other pole and zero, thus it has de-
gree -2. Then div(F*(ct；)) is a canonical divisor on X with ordp(F*(a;)) = (1+ 
ordF(p)M)mult“F)-l. Thus deg(div(F*(a;)) = EpeA'ordp(F*(a;)) = Epexl(l+ 
ordF(p)M)multp(F)-l] = EpeF-i⑷’ 麵(腿Itp(F) —1)+；^戸日厂-i(oc)(-multp(F) 
-1) = - 1) - EpeF-(oc)(2mult,(F)). 
By Hurwitz's formula, Epe;c[multp(F) - 1] = 2g - 2 + 2deg(F). Hence, 
deg(div(F*(cj)) = 2g - 22deg(F) - 2deg(F) = 2g-2. By Lemma 1.17, every 
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canonical divisor of a non-vanishing meromorphic 1-form on X has degree 2g — 2 
since degree of every principal divisor is zero on a compact Riemann surface X. 
• 
Definition 1.19 Let D be a divisor on a Riemann surface X. L{D) = {/ g 
M(X) : div(/) > —D} is the space of meromorphic functions with poles bounded 
by D. L(i)(D) = {uj e : div(a;) > —D} is the space of meromorphic 
1-forms with poles bounded by D. 
Note that L(D) and Z/⑴(D) are complex vector spaces. 
Suppose Di 〜D2. Write Di = D2+ div(/) for some meromorphic function 
f . Consider the multiplication map from L{Di) to L{D2), by sending g e L(D{) 
to fg e L{D2). Inverse of this map is the multiplication map from L(D2) to 
L(Di), by sending g G L�D2) to y € L{Di). This gives an isomorphism between 
L(Di) and L(Z)2). Therefore, if Di 〜 t h e n L{Di) ^ L(D2). Also note that, 
similarly, if Di 〜L>2, then L⑴(Z^i) ^  L⑴(D2). 
Proposition 1.20 Let D be a divisor and K be a canonical divisor on a Riemann 
surface X. Then there is an isomorphism between the two complex vector spaces 
L�(D) and L{D-{-K). 
Proof Write K 二 div(a;) for some meromorphic 1-form u on X. Define a map 
^ : L(D VK)-^ L �(D) by //,(/) = fu. For/eL(Z) + /()，div(/) > -D-K. 
Then diY(fuj) = div(/)+ div(a;) = div(/) + K>-D, thus fuj G L(i)(D). Hence 
/i^  is well-defined. The map is clearly C-linear and one-to-one. It remains to show 
that it is onto. Let rj G L�[D). By Lemma 1.17，there exists a meromorphic 
function g such that 7 = gu. Then dW{g) D K = div(^) + D + div(cc；)= 
div{guj) + D = div(r;) + D > 0. Therefore, there exists g G L(D + K) such that 
i^Ug)=々•口 
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1.3 Pliicker's Formula for a Smooth Projective 
Plane Curve 
Let X be a smooth projective curve. Let G(xo,…，Xn) be a nonzero homogeneous 
polynomial on X. Fix p £ X such that G{p) = 0. Choose a homogenous 
Q 
polynomial H of the same degree as G, but H{p) 0. Hence — is a meromorphic 
Q g 
function on X such that — (p) = 0. Define div(G)(p) = ordp(—) where G{p) = 0. 
At point p where G{p) + 0，set div(G)(p) = 0. Suppose we choose another 
G G H Q Q. 
homogenous polynomial H'. Then — = — — • Also — and — have the same 
H rz H H H H' 
order at p because — has order zero at p. Thus div(G) is independent of the 
choice of non-vanishing polynomial H, and div(G) is well-defined. 
Definition 1.21 Let G be a nonzero homogeneous polynomial on a smooth pro-
jective curve X. Then div(G) defined above is called the intersection divisor of 
G on X. When G is degree one, div(G) is called the hyperplane divisor of G on 
X. 
Observe that any intersection divisor is strictly positive because G vanishes 
at p but H does not vanish at p. 
Lemma 1.22 Let X be a smooth projective curve. If Gi and G2 are two ho-
mogenous polynomials with the same degree, then the two intersection divisors 
div(G'i) and div(G2) on X are linearly equivalent and have the same degree. 
Proof Let Gi, G2 be two homogeneous polynomials of the same degree on X. Fix 
p E X, choose a homogenous polynomial H of the same degree as Gi, G2 such that 
H(p) + 0. Then dW{G^){p) = ordp(^) for i = 1,2. Let / = 绘 = % 丨 、 w h i c h 
“ n tl 
Q Q 
is a meromorphic function on X. ordp(/) = ordp(—)— ordp(—). Then div(/)= 
div(Gi)—div(G2). Hence the two intersection divisors div(Gi) and div(G2) on X 
are linearly equivalent. Since X is compact, linearly equivalent divisors have the 
same degree. • 
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By Lemma 1.22, we have the following definition. 
Definition 1.23 Let X be a smooth projective curve. Then deg(X) is the degree 
of any hyperplane divisor on X. 
If X is a smooth projective plane curve defined by the homogenous polynomial 
F{x,y,z) = 0, then the above definition of the degree of X coincides with the 
degree of the homogenous polynomial F., 
Proposition 1.24 Let X be a smooth projective plane curve defined by the ho-
mogenous polynomial F{x, y,z) = 0 where F has degree d. Then X has degree d 
in the sense that any hyperplane divisor on X has degree d. 
Proof Let G be a homogenous polynomial of degree one. Then div(G) is a hy-
perplane divisor. W e assume that G{x, y,z) = x and [0 : 0 : 1] 0 X by changing 
coordinates. Consider the homogenous polynomial y. Then x and y do not have a 
common zero on X because [0 : 0 : 1]癸 X. Also, div(G) = Zlordp(王)>oOrdp(—) - p. 
y 
Let H \ X — Coo be the associated holomorphic map to the meromorphic func-
T X 
tion -. Then div(G) = ' P = Epe//-i(o)multp(/0 • P, because 
y ^ y 
mu\tp(H) = ordp(-) for -{p) = 0. 
y y 
To compute deg(div(G)), it suffices to compute deg(H). Fix c G C. For 
H{p) = c, write p = [x : y : z] e X, then x = cy and F{p) = 0. If c ^  0, then 
rc 0 and y ^ 0 since [0 : 0 : 1] ^  X. Thus points in H-�c) is in the form 
c : 1 : z] with F(c, 1, z) = 0. For a general c, that means c is not a branch point 
of H, F(c’ = 0 is a polynomial in z of degree d and has d distinct solutions. 
So, deg{H) = d. a 
Theorem 1.25 (Bezout's Theorem) Let X be a smooth projective curve of 
degree d. Let G be a homogenous polynomial of degree e, not identically zero on 
X. Then deg(div(G)) = edeg(X) = ed. 
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Proof Let H he & homogenous polynomial of degree one, defining a hyper-
plane divisor div{H) on X. H^ has degree e. Thus we have two intersection 
divisors div(//^) and div(G). By Lemma 1.22, deg(div(//^)) = deg(div(G)). 
Also, diY(H^) = ediv(i/) implies deg(div(/P)) = edeg(div(//)). Therefore, 
deg(div(G)) = edeg(div(//)) = edeg(X). • 
Lemma 1.26 Let X be a smooth projective plane curve defined by the homoge-
nous polynomial F(x,y, z) = 0. Consider it : X ^ F^ by 7r[a; ： y ： z] = [x : 
dF 
z]. Note that -—— is also a homogenous polynomial. Then intersection divisor 
oy 
dF 
div(—) on X is exactly the ramification divisor R^, = Zlpex(multp(7r) — l)-p of 
^ dF 
TT, that is Rt^= div(—). 
oy 
Proof It suffices to prove the statement on the open set X n where U = {[x : 
y z] e F'^ : z ^ 0}. Then J^T A t/ is isomorphic to the affine plane curve defined 
by f(x, y) = F{x,y, 1) = 0. Also 7T{x,y) = x on X nU. Suppose Trip) + 0 
oy 
where p ^ XnU. Then tt is a chart at p and so it has multiplicity one. Suppose 
Q r ^ r 
—(p) = 0. Then — (p) ^  0 since X is smooth at p. So, y is a local coordinate 
oy ox 
for X near p. By the implicit function theorem, near p, X is locally a graph of 
holomorphic function g{y). Thus f{g{y), y)三 0 in a neighborhood of y^ where 
V = {xo, ？/o), and — '^(i/) + & 三 0 where g{y) is exactly the local formula for tt. 
Since —{p) 0 and — (p) = 0，g'�yo) = 0. Since ordp("'(")) = multp(7r) - 1, 
TT is ramified a.t p e X. Therefore, tt is ramified at p e X n if and only if 
f严 
Q £ 
Now suppose p is a point of ramification for tt and is a zero of —. Then 
dy 
by above,给‘⑷ + 三 0 and 為p) + 0. Hence = ordp(^'(|/))= 
dF 
miiltp(7r) — 1. Therefore the value of the intersection divisor div(——) at p equals 
oy 
the value of the ramification divisor Rt^ at p. • 
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Theorem 1.27 (Pliicker's Formula) A smooth projective plane curve of degree 
d has genus g = ]-{d — l)(d - 2) 
Proof Let X be a smooth projective plane curve defined by the homogenous 
polynomial F(x, y, z) = 0. Consider the holomorphic map tt : A" — pi by 
dF 
7r[x y \ z] = [x z\. TT has degree d and R^^ = div(—) by Lemma 1.26. 
oy 
dF 
By Bezout's theorem, deg(div(—)) = deg(X)(d - 1) = d{d - 1). By Hurwitz's 
formula, 2g-2 = deg(7r)(-2)+Epex(rnultp(7r)-l). This is 2g-2 = -2d-\-d{d-l). 
Thns,g = ^{d-l)id-2). • • 
1.4 Sheaves and Cohomology 
The use of sheaves gives a way to organize functions and forms satisfing local 
properties. 
Definition 1.28 Let X be a topological space. A presheaf of groups J^ on X is a 
collection of groups one for every open set U of X and a collection of group 
homomorphisms py : — ^(V) whenever V C U such that the followings 
hold. 
1. is the trivial group with one element. 
2. p^ 二id on T(U) 
3. ifW CV C U, then pJJ^ = �p；； 
Similarly, we can define a presheaf of rings if we take every T(U) as a ring and 
py as a ring homomorphism. The homomorphisms py are called restriction maps 
for the presheaf. Elements of T{U) are called sections of T over U. Elements of 
T(X) are called global sections of J^. 
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The definition of a presheaf requires that a property still holds after restriction. 
The sheaf axiom states the converse. A sheaf is a presheaf satisfying the sheaf 
axiom. 
Definition 1.29 Suppose T is a presheaf on X. For an open set U in X, let 
[Ui] be an open cover of U. We say T satisfies the sheaf axiom for U and {C/J 
if whenever one has elements Si G ^{Ui) such that p^.r^fj.(si) = p•州、Sj) for all 
i and j, then there exists a unique s G ^(U) such that Pu.{s) = Si for all i. We 
say ！F is a sheaf if it satisfies the sheaf axiom for every open U and every open 
cover {Ui} of U. 
Note that if s,t e T(U) such that p^.(s) = for all i, then s = t by 
the sheaf axiom. If one has a presheaf of functions and forms defined by a local 
property, then the presheaf is a sheaf automatically. 
W e now give several examples of sheaves on a Riemann surface. One can easily 
verify that these examples are presheaves defined by local properties. One can 
also see that the global sections of these sheaves are spaces that we are familiar 
with. 
Example Let X be a Riemann surface and 0(U) be the ring of holomorphic 
functions on an open set U oiX. With the usual restriction map 0{U) 0(V) 
for V C U, this gives the sheaf O of holomorphic functions on X • The global 
sections of the sheaf O is 0{X), the ring of holomorphic functions on X. Since 
every holomorphic function on a compact Riemann surface is constant, if X is a 
compact Riemann surface, global sections of the sheaf is = C. The sheaf 
M of meromorphic functions on X is defined similarly. 
Example Let X be a Riemann surface and 0*{U) be the multiplicative group 
of all nowhere zero holomorphic functions on an open set U oiX. This is a sheaf 
of groups O*. The global sections of the sheaf O* is 0*{X), the multiplicative 
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group of all nowhere zero holomorphic functions on X. If X is a compact Riemann 
surface, global sections 0*{X) = C*. The sheaf A T of nowhere zero meromorphic 
functions on X is defined similarly. 
Example Let D be a divisor on a Riemann surface X. Let 0[D]{U) be the 
group of all meromorphic fimtions / : U — C on an open set U oi X such that 
ordp(/) > -D(p) for all p e U. This is a sheaf of groups 0[D]. The global 
sections of the sheaf OlD] is 0[D](X) = L{D). 
Let X be a topological space and G be a group. If U C X is an open subset, 
then a function f : U G is locally constant if for every p e U, there is a 
neighborhood V CU oip such that f is constant on V. Since locally constant is 
a local property, this defines a sheaf on X. Denote this by G, which is called a 
constant sheaf of X. 
W e can also define a skyscraper sheaf on X as follows. One assigns a group Gp 
for every p e X. Then for every open set U of X, define T{U) as the subgroup 
of Y[p€U Gp consisting sections with a discrete support, that is, the sections are 
direct products of Qp G Gp such that the set {p e U ： Qp 0} forms a discrete set. 
The restriction maps are the natural projections. This gives a skyscraper sheaf 
T on X. 
Example Let X be a Riemann surface. W e assign the group of integers Z at 
every point of X. For every open U of X’ we define a group of functions from 
U to Z which are discretely supported. This gives a skyscraper sheaf Vivx- The 
global sections of the sheaf Vivx is Div(X). 
Definition 1.30 Let T and Q be two sheaves on a topological space X. A sheaf 
map from T to Q is a collection of homomorphisms (f)u : T(U) — Q{U) for every 
open set U of X，which commute with the restriction maps, that is py o (f)u = 
(f)y o p^ whenever V CU is an open subset. The sheaf map is denoted by 0. 
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Definition 1.31 Suppose 小..J^ 一 G is a sheaf map. For each open set U of X’ 
define K,(U) to be the kernel of the group homomorphism (f)u : —Q(U), 
that is JC(U) = ker((f)u)- Then K. is a sub sheaf of T, JC C T. Wt say JC is the 
kernel sheaf of (f). 
To check the above is well-defined, we need to show that /C is a sheaf, that 
is a presheaf satisfying the sheaf axiom. For every open subset V C U, suppose 
s e }C{U), MPvi^)) = pU^u{s)) = = 0. Hence /C is a presheaf. Then we 
check the sheaf axiom for K. Let {Ui} be an open cover of U. Suppose Si e IC{Ui) 
such that p^.^u. (st) = Pu^nUj i^j) for all i. Since JT is a sheaf, there exists a unique 
s G T(U) such that /o[；.(s) = Si for all i. It remains to show that s is in )C{U), 
that is (f)u{s) 二 0 in G{U). p^.{(t>u(s)) = (成(s)) = = 0 for each i. 
Since G is a sheaf, it gives (f)u{s) = 0. Hence /C is a sheaf. 
Definition 1.32 Let 4> \ T Q be a sheaf map. We say 小 is one-to-one if for 
all p e X and all open sets U containing p, there exists an open subset V C U 
containing p such that (f)v is one-to-one. We say • is onto if for all p e X and 
all open set U containing p, there exists an open subset V CU containing p such 
that (pv 仏 onto. 
Proposition 1.33 The followings are equivalent for a sheaf map • J^ — Q 
1. (f) is one-to-one 
2. (j)u is one-to-one for every open set U of X 
3. kernel sheaf for 4> is identically zero sheaf. 
Proof Clearly 2=>1 and 2^3. It suffices to show 1=^2. For any open set U of 
X and let s G T(U) such that 0f;(s) = 0 in G(U), we want to show that s = 0 in 
T{U). Since 4> is one-to-one, for all p e U, there exists an open subset Vp C JJ 
containing p such that (/Vp is one-to-one. 4>Vp{Pv^{s)) = Pv^((l)u{s)) = Py^(0) = 0. 
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Since 小乂卩 is one-to-one, Py^{s) = 0. Since {Vp]peu is an open cover of U and ！F 
is a sheaf, s = 0 in • 
Note that analogy of the above lemma is not true for onto maps of sheaves. 
One can see this by the example of the sheaf map exp(27rz—) O O* where 
X = C*. That is, for every open set U oiX and every f e 0(U), exp(27rz-)(/)= 
exp(27rz/) G 0*(U). Consider - G 0*{X). There is no holomorphic function f 
1 z 
such that exp(27rz/) = -, thus exp(27rz-) : X 0*{X) is not onto. However, 
z 
for all p G C*, there exists a branch of ln(2：) defined near p. /(z) = ln(z) 
1 27rz 
then satisfies exp(27rz/) = - on a neighborhood of p. Hence the sheaf map is 
z 
onto. 
Definition 1.34 A sequence of sheaf maps O^JC^T-^Q^Q is a short 
exact sequence of sheaves if the sheaf map 4> is onto and the sheaf IC is the kernel 
sheaf of (f). 
While the use of sheaves is a way to solve local problems, cohomology is used 
to solve global problems. W e now develop the notions of cohomology. 
Definition 1.35 Let T be a sheaf of topological space A with an open cover 
U = {Ui). A Cech n-cochain for the sheaf T over the open cover U is a collection 
of sections of J^, one for each f/i�门 门.••门 ^in. Denote T) as the space 
of Cech n-cochains for T over U, = 11 “�’“’...，》„) •^W。’u’...’iJ where 
lAo,�.”‘ = UionU“n...nlAn. 
A Cech 0-cochain is a collection of G one for each i. A Cech 1-
cochain is a collection of € ！F(JJi A Uj), one for each pair of i and j. Denote 
a Cech n-cochain by (/io’ii’...’irJ. Note that a sheaf map (f) T Q induces 
0 : — by sending (力。’,】’…’」to 
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Definition 1.36 Define the coboundary operator 6 : 一 
h (^/io,ii,...,in) = toio，ii，."’in+i) where g,o，ii，...’i„+i = E:二（-1,>(4“ i ； . ) ， 
and p denotes the restriction map for the sheaf T corresponding to the subset 
At 0-level, S sends a 0-cochain (/‘）to a 1-cochain (gij) where 恥 = f j — f-
on Uij. At 1-level, 6 sends a 1-cochain (Jij) to a 2-cochain {giji,) where 认 = 
fjk — fik + fij on Uijk-
Definition 1.37 A n-cocycle is a n-cochain c with 6c = 0. We denote the space 
of n-cocycles by A n-coboundary is a n-cochain which is an image of 
6. We denote the space of n-coboundaries by T). 
At 0-level, 。（K/i) = ^Uj " h) = where = j) - /” S(gij)= 
9jk 一 9ik + 9ij == fk - f j - fk + fi + f j 一 /i = 0’ thus 6 o 5{fi) = 0. In general, 
o = 0 also true for any level. At n-level, S o (^力0，...“„) = where 
9io,...,in+l = —l)V(/io’.•丄，…，Wi). …’ in+1) = 
=E;:o(-iP'E的(-1广％’..丄.‘，+ E 二 ( - i ) j 严 + ; ’ ’“ 
4)’...4...’r,’...’i„+2二 0. Since 5 O 5 = 0, we have a Cech cochain complex 0 
C\U,G)么 C\U,Q)丄 C\U,Q) ^ •••. Also, every n-coboiindary is a n-
cocycle, thus B'^i^.T) C 
Definition 1.38 The cohomology group E'^ i^.T) of T with respect to the 
open cover U is the quotient group fP"队:F) = jr) 
Lemma 1.39 For any open cover hi, the cohomology group of a sheaf T is 
isomorphic to the group of global sections of T, that is, ~ T(X). 
Proof Since there is no 0-coboundary, T) = JT). Define a ： T(X)— 
by sending global section f to 0-cochain (/j) where fi ~ p^.(f). 6{f,)= 
{gzj)j where gij = /i —/j = 0 since /“ f j are restrictions of f . Thus, a maps J'(X) 
to =应o(乂 f). a is then one-to-one and onto by the sheaf axiom. • 
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A sheaf map ( f ) : T Q induces 0 : — C^'iU.G). Since the 
coboundary map 5 commutes 0, • sends cocycles to cocycles and coboundaries 
to coboundaries. Hence 小 induces , fr\U,J^、—^ 
Definition 1.40 Let U = {Ui}ia and V = {Vj}jeJ be two open covers of X. V 
IS a refinement ofU, denoted asV ^U, if for every open set Vj ofV, there is an 
open set Ui ofU such that Vj C Ui. 
Let V = be a refinement oiU = {f/i}ie/. Let r be the refining map 
between two index sets, r : J — I. Then r induces a map from C'^^U.T) to 
(>(V’JO by sending (/i。’...’ij to (办’..」„) where = fr(jo),...,r(jJvj^j^’...’知. 
This map sends cocycles to cocycles and coboundaries to coboundaries, and thus 
induces a homomorphism H ^ : H ' ^ i U . T ) — 应 N o t e that H ^ is inde-
pendent of the choice of the refining map r and is one-to-one. 
If W 、 W — V, then H ^ o H ^ = H ^ . One can define an equivalence relation 
on the disjoint union of where U runs through all open covers of X. 
For ^  e and r] G ^"(V,^), we say《〜"if there exists an open cover 
W with W 、 W and W 、 V such that = H^{r)). Denote the set of 
equivalence classes as lim^ 
Suppose x,y e lim^ H'^iU^T) are represented by ^ G H'^iU.T) and r] e 
应"(V，J^ ) respectively. Let W be the common refinement of U and V. Then 
x-\-ye I列 X, T) is defined to be the equivalence class of + H^{r]). This 
makes lim^ T) into an abelian group. 
Definition 1.41 Fix a sheaf T on a Riemann surafce X and an integer n > 0. 
The n认 Cech Cohomology group of T on X is the group = lim-
炉队 J O . 
Suppose 0 : ^  ^ is an onto map of sheaves, and /C is the kernel sheaf for (/>. 
Define the connecting homomorphism A : H^(X,Q) — H^{X,JC) as follows. For 
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g e G{X) = and p e X, since • is onto, there exists a neighborhood 
Up of p such that g = 0(/p) on Up for some fp G J^{Up). Then U = {Up}p^x is 
an open cover of X. Let fpq = fp - fq ^ ^{Up n Uq). {fpq) is a 1-cocycle for the 
sheaf T. Also, ^ (Jm) = M p ) _ ^Uo) = 9 — 9 = 0, thus {fpq) is also a 1-cocycle 
for the kernel sheaf JC. {fpq) represents a class in A{g) is defined to 
be the equivalence class of {fpq) in H^(X,}C). Note that A(^) is independent of 
choice of the open cover U and the preimages fp. 
Lemma 1.42 Let ^ : T ^ Q be an onto sheaf map of X. Suppose g G G{X) is 
a global section ofQ. Then there exists a global section s G T{X) of J^ such that 
(f){s) = g if and only if = 0. 
Proof Suppose 0(s) = g for some s G T{X). For each p E X, choose Up = X 
with fp = s on X. Then fpg = fp - fq = Q for all (/p^ ) = 0 as a 1-cocycle. 
Hence A{g) = 0. 
Conversely, suppose A{g) = 0 in H^(X,}C). Since 0 is onto, write 0((/p)) = g 
on Up for some fp G J^(Up). Since A(^) = 0’ (/p^ ) is a coboimdary. Write 
fpq = hq 一 hp for some 0-cochain {hp) for /C. Let Sp = fp-hp on Up. On UpHUq, 
Sp-Sq = (Jiq 一 hp) - (fq — fp) = 0. By the sheaf axiom, {sp} patch to the global 
section s e T(X). On each Up, g = (j)({fp)) = <H(Jp - hp)) = (p{{sp)) = (j){s). By 
the sheaf axiom, g = on X. • 
By Lemma 1.42, we can see that 么 Q{X) A H\X,)C) is an exact 
sequence of groups. In fact, it is a part of the long exact sequence of cohomology 
groups. 
Proposition 1.43 Let(f)： T Q be an onto map of sheaves with the kernel sheaf 
K. Then 0 K{X) 二 ^ ( X )么 Q(X) A H\X,JC) ’ ^ H\X,G) 
is exact at every step. 
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Proof Exactness at }C{X) and T{X) follows from definition. Exactness at G(X) 
follows by Lemma 1.42. It remains to show that it is exact at /C) and 
Suppose g G G{X). Choose an open cover {Ui} and fi G T{Ui) such that 
(f)Ui{fi) = g\ui- A(^) = {fi - fj) as a 1-cocycle for the sheaf /C, which is also a 1-
coboundary for the sheaf T. So, im{A) C ker(inc本).Suppose {hij) a 1-cocycle for 
the sheaf /C which represents a class in ker{inc^). Then (/ijj) is a coboimdary for 
the sheaf T, that is, there exists 0-cochain (/‘）such that = f j - fi on Ui D Uj, 
Consider 0-cochain (仍）for Q, where gi = 0(/i). Qi — gj = (f){fi - fj) = (f){hij) = 0 
on Ui n Uj. By the sheaf axiom, there exists g e Q(X) such that g\ui = gt for all 
i. Hence A(^) = (hij). Therefore ker{inc^) C im(A). This prove the exactness 
at H^{X,}C) 
Clearly, 。mc* = 0. So, im(inc*) C ker{(j)^). Suppose {fij) is a 1-cocycle 
for represents a class c G ker�,that is = 0 in H\X,g). Then 
(0(/ij)) is a coboimdary for Q, that is, there exists a 0-cochain {g,) such that 
= Qj -Qi. Since (}) is onto, there exist A:“ kj such that 识=•(Jci), gj = (l){kj). 
Let = fi厂kj+k e J'iUiOUj) which is a 1-cocycle. (f)(Juj) = 识=0, 
thus (hij) is a 1-cocycle for K. And (hij) - (/»』）=5(ki), thus (h^ j) and (f,j) 
represent the same class in [fij) = inc^(hij). So, ker{(f)^) C im(inc*). 
This prove the exactness at • 
An open cover of a topological space is locally finite if every point has a 
neighborhood which interests only finitely many of open sets in the open cover. 
A space is paracompact if it is Hausdorff and every open cover has a locally finite 
refinement. W e have the following long exact sequence of cohomology groups for 
a paracompact space. 
Theorem 1.44 Let X be a paracompact space and be 
a short exact sequence of sheaves on X. Then there exist connecting homomor-
phisms A : H^'iX.Q) 一 • "^+i(X’/C) for every n > 0 such that the sequence of 
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cohomology groups 0 H^{X,K：) h H^{X,G) A H^X.JC) 
is exact. 
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7rr2"+i 1 
about a. ||/||i2(s) = E二o IcnP^^：^^ implies |/(a)| = |co| S ； a l s o 
-^WfhHB) < "^11/11 巧D). Hence, siip{|/(a)| ： a e D,} < -^H/IU^cd) . • 
•w TTT \J 7TT "Y /If 
Hence, O) is a Hilbert space. 
D' is relatively compact on D if D' is compact in D. Denote this relation by 
D' m D. 
Lemma 2.2 (Generalization of Schwarz's Lemma) Let D' D he open 
subsets of C. Then for all e > 0, there exists a closed vector sub space A C 
O) of finite codimension such that ||/||l2(d') < |^|/||l2(d) for all f E A. 
Proof Since D' is compact and lies in D, there exists r > 0 and finitely many 
/c r 
ai,..., afc in D such that B(ai,r) C D and D' C Ui=i B(ai, -). Choose n large 
enough that < z. Let A be the set of f in O) where f vanishes 
at all CLi at least to order n. Then A is a closed vector subspace of L?(D, O) of 
codimension < kn. Let f E A, write f(z) = YlT=n _ WfWl^Biai/^))= 
二 implies < ^ ( E S J q P ^ ) ^ = ^ 
\\f\\LHBia.,r))- AlsO, ||/||l2(D') < E t l 11/1^ 2(5⑷’⑶ and ||/||L2(B(a„r)) < ||/||l2(D)-
1 k 
Hence, ||/||l2(d') < — ⑷ ’ r ) ) ) < ^I|/||l2(d) < 4f\\LHD)- 口 
Let X be a Riemann surface. Choose a finite family of charts on X, 
with local coordinate Zi on U* and Zi(U*) C C is a disk. Let Ui be an open set 
in U*. and U = {Ui)i<i<n- W e introduce L^-norms on cochain groups 
and C\U,0) as follows. 
1. for all T) = ifi) e ( ? � 队 O), define = ll/i�丨丨！？丨：肌)） 
2. for all、= (/.,•) e define = E,, ll/i.。（！丨丨^肌门训 
Denote 队 O) C C\U,0) and C C\U,0) as sets of cochains 
having finite norms. They are Hilbert spaces. Denote Z]^^ {U, O) as set of cocycles 
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in CI2{U, O). It forms a closed vector subspace in C]2{1U,0), hence is a Hilbert 
space. 
Let Vi <& Ui ioY \ < i < n and V = (V^ )i<i<n- Denote the above relation by 
V�U. Also denote \U\ = UiU ...U Un. 
Theorem 2.3 Suppose X is a Riemann surface. Then S), S^^^), 
炉(；^，&1’0))，炉(;C，po’i)) all vanish. 
Theorem 2.4 (Dolbeault Lemma) Suppose X = {2 G C : |z| < r}, 0 < r < 
00, and g G S{X) where E(X) is the set ofC^ functions on X. Then there exists 
Q y 
f e S(X) such that ~ = g. 
By Theorem 2.4, one can prove the following. 
Theorem 2.5 Suppose X = {z e C : |2；| < r} , 0 < r < 00. Then O) = 0. 
Lemma 2.6 Let X he a Riemann surface and ([/*)i<i<„ be a finite family of 
charts on X with local coordinate Zi on U* and Zi{U*) C C is a disc. Let W <C 
V � h i � W . Then there exists a constant c > 0 such that for all ^ G 之 O ) , 
there exist C G 玄丄2(W’C>) and 7 G C°2(>V,0) such that C = ^ 6r} on W, and 
max(||C||L2(w), WvWlHw)) < c||C||l2(V)-
Proof Let ^  = (JQ G Zl,(V,0). By Theorem 2.3, H\V,S) = 0, thus (/,,) is a 
cobouhdary. There exists ⑷ G such that /” = g) — g, on V； n Vj. for all 
i and j. Since 眷 = • ， 碧 = 餐 on n V^. Hence, there exists cu e S(o’i)(|V|) 
Qn-
such that uj\v, = ^dz for all i. 
oz 
Since |W| (s |V|, by partition of unity, there exists ip G S(X) such that 
suppi^p) C |V| and 功||v| = 1. By the Dolbeault Lemma, there exists h�G S{U*) 
• ^fi/ ‘ 
such• that ^dz 二 ipu) on U* for all i. Since = on U* fl U*, F“ = 
oz oz oz ^ J J 
hj - /i, G 0{U* n U；). Define C = {Fij)\u. Since hi《W, C^ e 
^ d z = ifjuj = UJ = -T^dz on Wi. This implies hi - Qi is holomorphic on W^. 
oz oz 
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Define rj = (hi - gi)\w Since hi — gi bounded on Wj, 77 G 丄2(VV,0). Finally, 
- fij = (hj - hi) - {gj — Qi) = (hj — gj) - (h^ - gi) on Wi n W}. This proves 
( = S r ] onW. 
Consider the Hilbert space H = Zl^iU.O) x Zl^iV.O) x 之丄with 
norm ||(C 乂 ， = + + Let L c H be the subspace 
L = e H : Q = ^ + 6r] on W } . Since L is closed in //, L is a Hilbert 
space. The first part of this proof shows that the continuous linear map n : L — 
Z丄2(V, O) by 7r(C, ）々=€ is onto. By the Banach theorem, tt is open, and there 
exists c > 0 such that for all ^  G 之 t h e r e exists x = G L such 
that IWI" < c||e||i2(v)- 口 
Lemma 2.7 Let X be a Riemann surface and (U*)i<i<n be a finite family of 
charts on X with local coordinate Zi on U* and Zi(U*) C C is a disc. Let W � 
V � U � W . Then there exists a finite dimensional vector subspace S C 
Z\U,0) such that for all ^ G Z\U,0), there exist a e S and r] e 
such that a = ^St] onW. 
Proof For all ^  G since V � U , M = ||C||l2(v) < 00. By Lemma 2.6, 
there exist (o e Zl2(U,0), "。G C®2(>V,C>) such that Co = ^ + 切0 on W and 
|(o||l2(w) < cM and ||"o||l2(vv) < cM for some c > 0. Let £ = ^c. By Lemma 2.2, 
for all E > 0, there exists a closed vector subspace A C {U, O) of finite 
codimension such that ||<^||l2(v) < for all ^  e A. Let S be the orthogonal 
complement of A in that is 4 ④ = O). Suppose Co = <^0 + o-q 
where。G 或（J。G is the orthogonal decomposition. W e want to construct 
c, G 念}队 O), r]i e C°2(W, 0)，& e A, e by induction such that 
1. Ci = ^i-i + % on W 
2. G = + A 
3. WQWlHu) < r c M , M m w ) < 2 〜 M 
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Consider the induction step from i to i+1. ||&||l2(v) < ^MiWi^iu) < ^ i||Ci||L2(z^ ) 
< £i2~'cM < 2一—icM by taking 二每.By Lemma 2.6，there exist Ci+i ^ 
O) and r/^ +i G Cj^lW, O) such that (t+i = + 机+i on W and 
max(||Ci+i||L2(w), \\r)i+i\\L^ {w)) < 2一^cM. One has orthogonal decomposition 
Ci+i = 6+1 + cTi+i w h e r e G e S. By 1 and 2’ we have E t i f c + 
CT^) + & + 0•。二 E t i t e - i + 机）+ Co on W. Hence “ + E t o � = + E t o 柄 
on W . By 2 and 3, |h||L2(⑷ < ⑷ - < ⑷ < 2〜M, 
thus max(||^ i||L2(t/), \\(Ji\\mu)^  M l H u ) ) < Hence we have linifc^ oo^ k = 0, 
(7 = YZo (^i^S 7] = YZo 仏 e C®2(>V, O) converge. Therefore, a = 
on W . • 
Lemma 2.7 shows that the natural restriction homomorphism O)— 
O) has finite dimensional image. 
Theorem 2.8 Suppose T is a sheaf of abelian groups on a topological space X 
and U = (Ua)aeA is an open cover on X such that = 0 for every 
aeA. Then ^ 
Theorem 2.9 Let X be a Riemann surface and Yi 巨 Y2 be open sets of X. Then 
the restriction homomorphism 0) H^(Yi,0) has finite dimensional 
image. 
Proof There exists a finite family of charts ([/i)i<i<n on X with local coordinate 
Zi on f/i，and W 《 V 《 《 W such that Yi C IJ^i = r Q U L i G = 
Y" C Y2 and Zi{U*),Zi{Ui),Zi[Wi) are discs in C. By Lemma 2.7, the restric-
tion map — has finite dimensional image. By Theorem 2.5, 
H\Ui, O) = H\Wi, (9) = 0 for all i. By Theorem 2.8, H\Ui, O) = O)= 
0 for all i implies that H\Y",0) ^ H\U,0) and H\Y',0)兰 
Hence, O) —> O) has finite dimensional image. The restriction 
s 
map H^(Y2:0) H\Yi,0) can be factored as H\Y2,0) — H\Y'\0)— 
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H\Y',0) — H\YuO). So H\Y2,0) — has finite dimensional im-
age. • 
Let X be a compact Riemann surface and Yi = Y2 = X. Theorem 2.9 gives 
dimH^X, O) <00. 
Theorem 2.10 Let X be a Riemann surface and Y X. Then for all a £ X, 
there exists f G M(Y) such that f has a pole at a and holomorphic onY — {a}. 
Proof Let k be the dimension of the image of the natural restriction homomor-
phism O) — O). k is finite by Theorem 2.9. Consider the open cover 
U = {Ui, U2} where U\ is a neighborhood of a with z{a) = 0, U2 = X — {a}. For 
1 < 2 < /c+1, z—t is holomorphic on U i D U� = U i — {a}, represent the cocydes 
(U e O). Then fcly) G Z\UnY, O) for 1 < z < /c + 1 are linearly depen-
dent modulo coboimdaries. That is, there exist Ci,..., c^+i G C not all zero such 
that CiCi + … + Cfc+i^+i = on n "2 门 where ” = (/i, /之）G n O). 
So, Ef二/ CiZ'' = /2 - /i on n [/2 n y . Hence, there exists f G M[Y) such 
that / 二 /i + Y!1=i CiZ-i on UinV and / = /？ on t/2 n = — {a}, which 
agrees on n A 口 
Corollary 2.11 Let X be a compact Riemann surface and Oi, . . . , be distinct 
points in X. Then for all ci，...’c„ in C，there exists f 6 M{X) such that 
f{ai)-= cJorl<i< n. 
Proof For every pair i j, by Theorem 2.10 where Y = X, there exists fij e 
M{X) with pole at di and holomorphic at aj. Choose a constant e C* such 
that Xij — fij{aj) - fij{ak) for every k= l,...,n. Let gtj = ：广、二 e 
Jij — Jijy^j) + 入 ij 
M(X). Then 恥 is holomorphic at a^ for A; = 1,..., n, gij(aj) = 0 and gij(a^) = 1. 
Let hi = Qij € M(X) for i = l,...,n. Then hi(aj) = 6ij. Let f = 
Zti cA e M(X). Then f(a,) = q . • 
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2.2 Transcendence Degree of M[X) 
This section is based on the textbook [4]. 
Lemma 2.12 Let D be a divisor on a Riemann surface X and p e X. Then 
either L(D — p) = L(D) or L(D — p) has codimension one in L[D). 
Proof Choose a local coordinate z centered at p. Let f G L(D), write f{z)— 
C2r柳)+ higher order terms, near p. Define a : L(Z)) 一 C by sending f to the 
coefficient of the term Clearly, a is linear and ker(Q：) = L(D — p). If a is a 
zero map, then L{D -p) = L(D). Otherwise a is onto, then dim L(D — p) + 1 = 
dimL(D). • 
Lemma 2.13 Let X be a compact Riemann surface. Then M(X) is an extension 
field of C of transcendence degree exactly one. 
Proof By Corollary 2.11, there exists a nonconstant f G M(X). Since C is 
algebraically closed, the transcendence degree of M{X) is greater than one. Sup-
pose the transcendence degree is at least two. Let /, g be algebraically inde-
pendent elements of M{X). Let D be a non-negative divisor on X such that 
f,g e L{D). This can be obtained by choosing D > diVoo(/) and D > divoo(^) 
where diVoo(/) = " Eordp(/)<o^^dp(/).广 Then / y G L{nD) for i,j > 0 
and i-\- j < n. L{nD) has every monomial of degree at most n in f and g and 
these monomials are linearly independent since /, g are algebraically independent. 
u I T( n、^ (n + l)(n + 2) n^ + 3n + 2 Hence, dim L(nL>) > = . 
On the other hand, using the fact that dim L(D) < 1+ deg(D) for non-
negative divisor D, we have dim L(nD) < 1+ deg(nD) = 1+ deg(D)n. For 
n large, this gives a contradiction. It remains to show that dim L{D) < 1+ 
deg(D) for non-negative divisor D. W e can prove this by induction on deg{D). If 
deg{D) = 0, then D = 0, and dimL(D) = 1. Suppose deg(D) = k > 1. Choose 
p e X such that D{p) > 1. Then deg(D — p) = k — 1. By induction hypothesis, 
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dim L{D-p) < deg(D-p) + l = k. By Lemma 2.12, dimL(D) < dimL(D-p) + l. 
Thus, dim L{D) < dim L(D -p) + 1 < /c+1. Therefore, dimL(D) < 1+ deg(D). 
• 
By Corollary 2.10, there exist a nonconstant meromorphic function f such that 
it has only one pole of order n on a compact Riemann surface X. Denote C(/) as 
the field of all rational expression in the function /. Then C C C(/) C M(X). 
In fact M{X) is finitely generated over C. To prove this, it suffices to show that 
M{X) is a finite algebraic extension of C(/). Let g be another meromorphic 
function on X. Let S' = S^ — {oo} - {branch points of f} — {f-images of poles 
of g}. For all z G S', there exist n distinct preimages of /，namely Wi,... ,Wn 
and each g{wi) is finite. Define ak{z) = ( —1 广 Ei<ni<-<nfc<n m). • • 9(〜)for 
zGS'. 
Theorem 2.14 Let f be a meromorphic function which has only one pole of order 
n on a compact Riemann surface X and g he another meromorphic function onX. 
then g satisfies an algebraic equation + i H 1 - + (7„(/) = 0 
of degree n, where Uk for k = 1 , . . . , n are rational functions. 
Proof Since f is locally biholoinorphic on S' and g is holomorphic on 
o-fc is holomorphic on S'. W e want to show that the singularities of a^ at points 
outside S' is at worst poles. Suppose zq ^ S'. Let m be the maximum pole 
order of g of {/"^(^o)}- Then (z - is holomorphic at each w e X with 
f{w) = Zq. Thus {z - is bounded, and is holomorphic at Zq. Hence, ak 
is a meromorphic function on and is a rational function. 
For all w such that f(w) G g”—) + (Ti(f(w))g''-'(w) + ••• + (JnifH)= 
YYi^i(g{w) - g{wi)) = 0, where Wi,... ,Wn are the preimages of f(w) e S' via 
/. Let P ( / ， " ） 二 + + + + Then P(f,g)=Oon 
{w e X : f{w) e S'}. Since cr^  is a rational function, P{f,g) is a well-defined 
meromorphic function on X and P(f,g) = 0 on {w G X : f(w)贫 S'} since 
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{w e X : f{w) 0 S'} has finite numbers of points. Therefore, P{f,g)三 0 on 
• 
Theorem 2.15 Let f be a meromorphic function which has only one pole of 
order n on a compact Riemann surface X. Then there exists a meromorphic 
function g on X for which + H h crn-i{f)9 + cr„(/) = 0 of degree 
n is irreducible. 
Proof Let zq G S"^ such that {f~^{zo)} consists of n distinct points Wi,... ,Wn 
on X. By Corollary 2.11，for distinct Ci,..., G C, there exists g G M[X) such 
that g[wi) = Ci for 1 < z < n. It suffices to show that the polynomial P{f,g) 
corresponding to g with rational functions as coefficients is irreducible. Suppose 
P{f.g) = Pi{f.g)P2(f,g). Since P(f,g) = OonX, P,{f,g) = 0 or 三 0 
on X. Suppose Pi{f,g)三 0. Then there exists Zi G S^ which is arbitrarily 
close to Zq and is not a pole of any coefficient of Pi(/, g). g has n distinct values 
over zi by continuity, and they are roots of Pi{zi,g). Hence, deg(Pi) = n and 
deg(P2) = 0. Therefore P(J,g、is irreducible. • 
Theorem 2.16 Let X be a compact Riemann surface. Then M(X) is finitely 
generated extension field of C of transcendence degree exactly one. Moreover, 
M(X) : C(/)] 二 n where f is a meromorphic function on X with only one pole 
of order n. 
Proof By Theorem 2.14, for any meromorphic function 仏 there exists an alge-
braic equation of degree n such that P(f,g) = 0. Hence [M(X) : C(/)] < n. By 
Theorem 2.15, there exists an algebraic equation of degree n such that P[f,g) = 0 
and P is irreducible. P is an algebraic equation of minimal degree n such that 
P{f,g) = 0, thus [M{X) : C(/)] = n. Combine with Lemma 2.13, this proves 
that M(X) is finitely generated extension field of C of transcendence degree 
exactly one. • 
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Lemma 2.17 Let A be a divisor on a compact Riemann surface X. Let f he 
a nonconstant meromorphic function on X and D = Zlordp(/)<o -ordp(/) . p. 
Then there exists an integer m > 0 and a meromorphic function g such that A— 
dW(g) < mD. Moreover, g can be taken to be a polynomial in f ’ that is g = r(/) 
for some polynomial r(t) G C[t 
Proof Write A = J^pex Mp) • P and D = Eordp(/)<o -^^Mf) . P- Consider 
Pi,... ,Pk such that A(pi) > 1 and ordp(/) > 1. Then (/ - f(Pi))妳。has zero 
at Pi with order at least A{pi) and has no poles other than poles of /. Let 
g 二 nti(/ 一 /(Pi))々巧).Then div(^) > 0 only possible at the poles of /. 
Therefore, A— div(^) < mD for large m. • 
Corollary 2.18 Let f and h he nonconstant meromorphic functions on a com-
pact Riemann surface X. Then there exists a polynomial r(t) G C[t] such that 
r(f)h has no pole outside the poles of f . In this case, there exists an integer m 
such that r{f)h e L(mD) where D = J2ordp{f)<o -ordp(/) • p. • 
Proof By Lemma 2.17, let A = -div(h). There exists an integer m > 0 and 
a meromorphic function g = r(f) such that —div(/i)-div⑷ < mD. Hence 
div(r(/)/i) > - m D , and r(f)h G L{mD). Also, div(r(/)/i) > 0 outside the poles 
of/. • 
Lemma 2.19 Fix a meromorphic function f on a compact Riemann surface. Let 
D 二 Eordp(/)<o -ordp(/) - p. If[M{X) : C(/)] > k. Then there exists a constant 
mo such that for all m > tuq, dim L(mD) > (m - mo + l)k. 
Proof Suppose 仍，…纵-€ M(X) which are linearly independent over C(/). 
By Corollary 2.18, there exists ri{t) G C[t] such that hi = ri{f)g, with no pole 
outside the poles of f . There exists uiq such that hi e L(moD). Note hi,.,. 
are linearly independent over C(/). Fix m > m。，<X\\{phj) = ?:div(/)+ div(hj) > 
—iD — moD > —mD if 0 < 2 < m - rriQ. Thus f % e L(m.D) for 0 < 0 < 
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m — mo, 1 < j < k. Note that phj are all linearly independent over C. So 
dim L(mD) > (m - mo + l)k for m > m。. • 
2.3 The Riemann-Roch Theorem and Serre Du-
ality 
This section is based on the textbook [6 . 
Definition 2.20 Let X be a compact Riemann surface. Fix p E X with z a 
local coordinate centered at p. Laurent tail divisor on X is the finite formal sum 
X^pex . p where rp(z) is a Laurent polynomial in coordinate z. 
Denote T{X) to be the set of all Laurent tail divisors on X. T(X) is a 
group under formal addition. Also denote T[D](X) to be the set of all Laurent 
tail divisors ZlpeA'厂p • P where Vp has the form Vp = YlT=n for m < -D{p). 
r[D]{X) is a subgroup of r(X). 
Define a natural truncation map from T{X) to T[D](X), which is the trun-
cation of each Tp by removing all terms of order —D{p) and higher. If Di < D?, 
similarly define a natural truncation map t泣:T[Di]{X) — T[D2](X), which is 
the truncation of each Vp by removing all terms of order -D2[p) and higher. 
Fix a meromorphic function f and a divisor D on X. Define a map fi?： 
T[D](X) — T[D-dw{f)]{X) by sending Ylp^x ^p • p to the truncation of 
T.pexif'^p) 'P^y removing all terms of order ordp(/) and higher. Note 
that fi? and 厂广―⑴ are inverse to each other. 
Fix a divisor D on a compact Riemann surface X. Define a map ao ： 
M(X) — T[D](X) by sending f to Y^pex ^p . P, where r" is the truncation 
of the Laurent series f{z) by removing all terms of order -D(p) and higher. The 
Mittag-Leffler problem concerns about whether a Laurent tail divisor is in the 
image of ao-
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Definition 2.21 Define H^{D) to be the space of T[D](X)/im{aD). 
E e T[D](X) is in the image of ao if and only if the class of E in H^{D) is 
zero. Therefore H^{D) measures the failure of solving the Mittag-Leffler problem. 
W e are going to prove that H^{D) is finite dimensional. 
Since L{D) is the space of global meromorphic functions on X with poles 
bounded by D, L{D) = ker(aD). Thus we have an exact sequence 0 — L(D)—> 
M{X) ^ r[D](X) H\D) — 0 which induces 0 M(X)/L(D) ^ T[D](X) 
—> H^{D) — 0. Also note that ao commutes with t^]^ in the sense that aD。= 
t^J oao^, and ao is compatible with fi? in the sense that /if(aD(g)) = c^ D-divU) 
m 
Lemma 2.22 Let D\, D2 be divisors on a compact Riemann surface X，and D\ < 
D2. 77iendim//i(Di/D2) = [deg(L»2) —dimL(D2)卜[deg(Di)-dimL(Di)]. In 
particular, H^{Di/D2) is finite dimensional. 
Proof Consider the truncation map t^l : T[Di]{X) — T[D2](X). Also, L(Di) C 
L(Z)2) since D\ < D2. Thus we have the induced map between two exact se-
quence. 
0 一 M(X)IL(Di) r[Di](X) — H\D,) — 0 
i i^S i 
• 0 m(X)/L(D2)。二2 r[D2](x) H\D2) — 0 
By the snake lemma, 0 — ker[M(X)l一 7W(X)/L(D2)) — ker{t^\)— 
ker(H\D,) H^D^)) — 0. ker{M{X)/L(D,) — M{X)/L{D2)) = L(D2)/L(A) 
where dim(L(L>2)/L(Di)) = dim L(D2)-dim L(Di). ker{t^l) is the space of Lau-
rent tail divisors J^pex ^ p • P such that top term of Vp has order < -Di(p) and 
bottom term of fp has order > -D2{p), so dim ker{t^l) = = 
deg(D2)-deg(Di). Denote ker{H^(Di) — H乂D?)) by H\Di/D2). Hence we 
have 0 — L{D2)/L{D,) — H\Di/D2) — 0. H^D./D^) is finite 
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dimensional. Also, dim — dim L(D2)/L(Di) + dim H^(Di/D2) implies 
dimH\Di/D2) 二 [deg(Z)2) — dimL(Z)2)] - [deg(Di) - dim L(Di)]. • 
Lemma 2.23 Let X be a compact Riemann surface. Then there is an integer M 
such that deg(A) - dim L(A) < M for all divisor A on X. 
Proof By Corollary 2.10, there exists a meromorphic function f on X with only 
one pole of order n. Let D = X]ordp(/)<o -ordp(/) • TP, then deg(D) = n. By 
Proposition 2.16, [M[X) : C(/)] = deg{D). Then by Lemma 2.19，there exists 
an integer ruo such that dim L(mD) > ( m - m o +l)deg(Z)) for all m > mo. Thus, 
there exists an integer M = (mo — l)deg(D) such that deg(mD) - dim L(mD) < 
M for all integers m > mo- W e can choose M large enough that deg(mD)— 
dim L{mD) < M for all integers m > 0. 
Let A be any divisor on X. By Lemma 2.17, there exists a meormorphic 
function on X and an integer m > 0 such that A—D\Y{g) < mD. Let B = 
A-diy{g). Then deg(B) = deg{A) and L(B) ^ L{A). Thus deg(^)-dim L ( ^ ) = 
deg(B) — clirnL(B). By Lemma 2.22, since B < mD, deg(B) — dim L{B)= 
deg(mD) - dim L{mD)] — dim H^(B/mD). Also, by the above, there exists an 
integer M such that deg(mD) - dim L{mD) < M for all integers m > 0. Hence, 
deg{A)-dim L{A) < M. • 
By Lemma 2.23’ there exists a divisor AQ such that deg(ylo) _ diniL(y4o) is 
maximal. 
Lemma 2.24 H^(Ao) = 0 
Proof Suppose H^Aq) + 0. Then there exists E e T[Ao\(X) such that E 矣 
im(aAo)- W e can increase Aq to B such that ；) = 0 for the map 亡会。: 
T[Ao]iX) T[B]{X). Then t^' induces the map H\AQ) H\B). The 
nonzero class of E maps to the zero class of tQ^(E) through this map. So 
there exists a nonzero class of E in H^{Ao/B) = ker{H^{Ao) II�B)) and 
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d\mH\Ao/B) > 1. By Lemma 2.22, [deg(5)-dimL(5)]-[deg(>lo)-dim(^)]= 
dimH^{Ao/B) > 1, which contradicts to the maximality of deg(i4o) — dimL{Ao). 
• 
Proposition 2.25 Let D be a divisor on a compact Riemann surface X. Then 
H^{D) is a finite-dimensional vector space over C. 
Proof Write D — AQ = P — N where P is a positive divisor and N is & negative 
divisor with disjoint support, t^l^p • T[Ao]{X) — T[Ao + P](X) induces the 
map H^Ao) H^{Ao + P) which is onto. By Lemma 2.24，H^(Ao) = 0, 
so H\Ao + P) = 0. t^llp'^ ： T[Ao + P-N](X) -> T[Ao + P](X) induces 
the map H^{Ao + P - N) — H^{Ao + P) which is onto. By Lemma 2.22’ 
H\Ao + P - N/Ao + P) = /cer(//i(>lo + P - N) — H^(Ao + P)) is finite 
dimensional, and 巧=H ^ ( A o + P - N ) because H^AQ+P)= 
0 by above. Therefore H^(D)=丑+ P - N) is finite dimensional. • 
W e have proven that H^{D) is finite dimensional for a compact Riemann 
surface X. Therefore there exist finitely many linear conditions to be able to 
solve the Mittag-Leffler problem on a compact Riemann surface X. 
Theorem 2.26 (The Riemann - Roch Theorem : First Form) Let D be a 
divisor on a compact Riemann surface X. Then dimL(D) - dim H^(D)= 
deg(L>) + l-dim7/1(0) 
Proof Let Di and D2 be two divisors on X such that Di < D2. By Lemma2.25, 
H\D) is finite dimensional, thus dimH\Di/D2) = ker{H\Di) H^{D2))= 
dim丑 1(A) -dim/fi(Z)2). Then by L e m m a 2.22, dim//^(Di/Ds) = [deg(Z)2)-
dim L(D2)1 - [deg(Di) -dim L(Z)i)] implies dim L(Di)-deg(Di) -dim H \ D i ) = 
dimL{D2)-deg(D2) - dimH\D2). Thus, dim L(D)-deg(D) - dim H^D) is 
constant for all D. In particular, when D = 0，we have dim L(D)-deg(D)-
dimH\D) = 1 - //i(0). Therefore dimL(D) - dim H\D) =deg{D) + 1 -
dim/f 1(0) for all D. • 
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Let D be a divisor on a compact Riemann surface X, uj e Z/(i)(-_D) and 
f G M{X). Write f = Y^Zn near p where 2 is a local coordinate at p. 
Also write UJ = ^XI^d(p) Cj•之"之.Then ReSp(fuj) is the coefficient of (l/z)dz in 
fuj = ( E S n dz. This is YlT=D、p)Cja-[j. Fix u, this depends 
only on coefficients ai of / for i < —D(p), thus the residue ReSp(/a;) depends 
only on the Laurent tail divisor «£>(/)• 
Definition 2.27 Let D be a divisor on a compact Riemann surface X and UJ G 
L � ( - D ) . Define a residue map Res^ ^ : T[Z}](X) — C by fp • p)= 
EpexReSp(rvj) 
Now we have ReSt^ (Q；£>(/)) = By the residue theorem, 
Ep以Resp(/a;) = 0. That is Res“aD(/)) 二 0. Therefore Res^ : T[D]{X) — C 
descends to Res^ : H^{D) — C. So we have Res: L(i)(一D) H\Dy by sending 
u to ReScj. 
Theorem 2.28 (Serre Duality) Let D be a divisor on a compact Riemann sur-
face X. The map Res: L��—D) — H乂D)* is an isomorphism of complex 
vector spaces. In particular, for any canonical divisor K on X, dim H^{D)= 
廿！！！！/^⑴卜/))^ ]!!!!!^ )/^ -!)). 
Proof (Injectivity of Res) Suppose Res^ 三 0 where a;丰 0. Write (j = 二nCidc^ 之 
where 0. Then n = oidp{uj) > D(p), hence - n - 1 < -D{p). Thus, 
1 .p G r[J9](X), and Res“z-"-i .p) =ReSp(厂"—i E 二 - c, 0 
which leads to a contradiction. • 
To prove the surjectivity of Res. W e need to use the following two lemmas. 
Lemma 2.29 Let A be a divisor on a compact Riemann surface X. Let 小〜• G 
H^(A)*. Then there exists a positive divisor C on X and nonzero /i,/2 G L(C) 
such that 4>1�(c-div(/i)�“乂-C =诊2 O�-c-div(/2)��c 饥 — cr. 
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In other words, the two maps on T[A — C](X) 
A-C-dW{fi) 
T[A-c-div(/i)](x) ^ — r[A](x) 
/ ‘ c \ 01 
r[A-c]{x) c 
\ / h 
A-C-div(f2) 
T[A - C - dW{f2)](X) 4 4 r[A](X) 
are equal for some C and some /1’ /之 G L{C) - {0}. 
Proof Suppose no such C and fi exists. Then for all divisors C, the C-linear map 
L{C) X L{C) Cy defined by sending (/1’ /2) to ot；^-。-—。々。— 
(h�ti-c_—f2”j;c is one-to-one. Thus, dimH^{A - C) > 2 dim L(C). By the 
Riemann-Roch theorem for divisor C, dim L(C) = deg(C) + 1 — dimi/i(0)+ 
dinill^(C), thus dimL(C) > deg(C) + 1 - dimH^(O). Therefore, for large C, 
dimH^A - C) grows at least like 2deg(C) + a, where a is a constant. On the 
other hand, by the Riemann-Roch theorem for divisor A - C, d\mH^{A - C)= 
dim L(A -C)-deg(A - C) - 1 + dim (0) < dim L{A)-deg{A) - 1 + dim 
deg(C). Thus, for large C, dim - C) grows at most like deg(C) + b, where 
6 is a constant. This gives a contradiction. • 
Lemma 2.30 Let Di be a divisor on a compact Riemann surface X and u G 
L⑴(一Di)，so that Res^ : T[Di](X) 一 C is well-defined. If Di < D2 and Res^ 
vanishes on the kernel of : T[D^](X) — r[D2](X), then u e L�(一D2). 
Proof Suppose uj 朱 L⑴(—D�). Then there exists p e X such that n = ordp(a;) < 
D2{p). Consider the Laurent tail divisor D = 一 1 -p where 2 is a local coordinate 
centered at p. -n-1 > _D2(p) —1 implies - n - 1 > -D2(p), thus D e ker{t^l). 
However, Res^{D) 二ReSp(2；—icj) + 0 which leads to a contradiction. • 
Proof (Surjectivity of Res) Fix 小 G H\D)\ we want to find cj e L⑴(-D) 
such that Res^ = 0. Consider (J) : H^(D) C as 0 : T[D]{X) — C where 
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4>(aD{M{X))) = 0. Choose any meromorphic 1-form u> ^ 0. Let K = div(a;). 
Choose a divisor A such that A < D and A < K. So cj e and 
Res^ : T[A][X) 4 C is well-defined. Now, denote 小八=小 o T[A](X). 
By Lemma 2.29, since Res^； G there exists a positive divisor C and 
nonzero ] \ 丄 e L{C) such that 小八 o c-div(/i)。^ = Res, o t】—匚-出乂⑷。 
on r[A - C]{X). That is, the two maps on r[A — C](X) 
A-C-divUl) 
r[A-c-div(/i)](x) A — T[A\{X) 
/ � C \小A 
r[A-c]{x) . c 
\ l^-c / Res^  
A-C-divUl) 
r[A-c-div(/2)](x) “ 4 r[A]{x) 
are equal. 
Since = R^g^ on r[/l - C - div(/2)](X) and Res^/^—。= 
Res/2^, we have ( j ) A 。 。 ^ a - c = pes/^^ on r[A — C](X). Thus, 
•A o ⑶ = R e s f , ^ o = Res^^ on T[A - C - div(/i)](X). 
fl fl 
f 
—UJ e Z/⑴(一/I + C + div(/i)) and the above shows that Res/^ vanishes on 
/i 
By Lemma 2.30, f u G This gives 小八=Res/^ on 
JI fi^ 
T[A](X). So Res/2^ = (j)A = (j)ot^ vanishes on ker{t^). Since u G L ⑴ ( 一 b y 
fl 
Lemma 2.30,与u G L�[—D), so (f) = Res/^^. This completes the proof of Serre 
Ji “ 
Duality. • 
W e can use the theorem of Serre Duality to compute the dimensions of H^ 
spaces and obtain the second form of the Riemann-Roch theorem. 
Theorem 2.31 (The Riemann - Roch Theorem : Second Form) Let X he 
a compact Riemann surface of genus g. Then for any divisor D on X and any 
canonical divisor K on X, we have dim L{D) - dim L(K - D) = deg(D) + 1 —仏 
Proof By Proposition 1.18，for any canonical divisor K on a compact Rie-
mann surface X of genus g, deg{K) = 2g _ 2. By Serre Duality, dim H^{I<)= 
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d\m L{K — K) 二 dimL(O) = 1 and dim//i(0) = dimL(K - 0) = dimL(K). By 
the Riemann-Roch theorem, dim L{K) - dim H\K) = deg{K) + 1 - dimH\0). 
Combine with the above, dim if ^(O) - 1 = (2^ - 2) + 1 - d\mH\0). This gives 
dimi7i(0) = g. Thus, we have dim L{D) - dim L(K — D) = deg(D) -\-l-g. • 
2.4 Holomorphic Embedding in a Projective Space 
This section is based on the textbook [6]. 
Definition 2.32 Let X be a Riemann surface. We say 0 : X —> P" zs holo-
morphic atpeX if there exist holomorphic functions go,gi, • • • ,gn defined on X 
near p，and not all zero at p, such that (l){x) = [5^0(�：gi{x) : ... : gn{x)] near p. 
(j) is holomorphic if it is holomorphic for all p G X. 
Fix meromorphic functions /o, /i, • • •, fn on X where fi not all identically 
zero. Define 0/ : X -> P" by = [fo(p) : /i(p) : ... : /„(p)] if p is not a pole 
of any fi and not a zero of every fi. Then is holomorphic at all such p. 
Lemma 2.33 Let X be a Riemann surface. Fix meromorphic functions /0，/1，..., 
fn on X where fi not all identically zero. Then (j)f defined above extends to a 
holomorphic map defined on all of X. 
Proof Let k = mini{ordp(/i)}. It suffices to check whether (f)f is well-defined 
at p with /c ^  0. In a neighborhood of p, assume no fi has a pole other than 
possibly at p, and no common zero to fi other than possibly at p. Thus, by 
choosing a local coordinate z centered at p, fi(z) is holomorphic for 2 0 near 
p, and fi(z) have no common zero for 2 0 near p. For z ^ 0, (f)f{z) = [/o(z): 
...：fn{z)] = [z~''Mz):...:厂Vri⑷]=[go{z) : ... : which has every 
coordinate holomorphic near z = 0 and has at least one coordinate nonzero at 
z = 0. So, is also well-defined at z = 0, that is (f)f{0) = t7o(0) : ... : ^ (^0)]. • 
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Proposition 2.34 Let X be a Riemann surface. Let 0 : X ^ P" 6e holomorphic. 
Then there exist (n + I)-tuple of meromorphic functions f = (/o, /i,. •., /n) on 
X such that 0 = (/>/. Moreover if two (n + 1)-tuples f,g induce the same map, 
then there exists a meromorphic function X on X such that Qi = Xfi for all i. 
Proof Let [xq ： • • • ： be homogenous coordinates of P". Assume xq ^  0 on 
；Tj Xq 
(j)[X). Define /‘ 二 o on X. In particular, /o 二一 o (/> 三 1. Fix p e X, 
XQ 3；0 
in a neighborhood of p, write (l){z) = [go(z) : ... : gn(z)] for some holomorphic 
functions Qi of local coordinate z centered at p.如关 0 by assumption. Then 
fi[z) = is meromorphic at p. Clearly, 0 = 0/ where f = (1,/!’...，/„). 
Next, we show that 0/ is unique. Suppose (f)f = (f)g. Assume none of /” 认 is 
identically zero. For all p G X except finitely many zeros and poles of fi,gi, we 
have [fo{z) fn{z)] = [go{z) : ... : gn{z)] in P" with none of the coordinates 
equals zero. Hence, there exists a nonzero 入(p) such that gi{p) = /t(p)A(p) for all 
i Since Xip) 二 ^^  , A is holomorphic at all such p. A is also meromorphic on 
‘ fi{P) 
all of X since it is a ratio of two global meromorphic function at all but finitely 
many poles. • 
Definition 2.35 Let D be a divisor on a Riemann surface X. The complete 
linear system of D is the set of all nonnegative divisors E >0 which are linearly 
equivalent to D, that is \D\ = {E e Div(X) : E ^ D and E > 0}. 
Define S : HL(D)) 一 \D\ by sending span of / to div(/) + D. It is well-
defined since div(c/) = div(/) for some constant c. 
Lemma 2.36 Let X be a compact Riemann surface. Then the above map S is a 
1-1 correspondence. 
Proof Let E 6 \D\. Write E = div(/) + D for some meromorphic function f on 
X where f G L(D). There exists f such that S{f) = div(/) + D = E. Hence S 
is onto. 
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Suppose S(f} = S{g). Then div(/) + D = div(^) + D, div(^) = 0, so - has 
9 g 
f 
no zero and pole on X. Since X is compact, — must be a nonzero constant c. 
9 
Thus, /, g have the same span in L(D). S is one-to-one. • 
Therefore, for a compact Riemann surface, a complete linear system has a 
natural projective space structure. 
Definition 2.37 Let D be a divisor on a compact Riemann surface X. A linear 
system on X is a subset of the complete linear system \D\ which corresponds to 
a linear subspace ofF{L{D)). The dimension of a linear system is the projective 
dimension of the corresponding linear subspace of¥(L(D)). 
Let 0 : X —> P" be a holomorphic map on a compact Riemann surface X. 
W e can associate a linear system to (j) as follows. Write 0 = [/o : ... : /J 
where fi are meromorphic functions on X. Let D = — mini{div(/i)}, so that 
/j G L(D). Let Vf = {Xli ^ifi : aj e C} which is a linear subspace of L(D). 
Define |(/)| 二 {div(g) + D : g G V/}. Then \(f)\ forms a linear system on X. 
Lemma 2.38 The linear system \4)\ defined above is well-defined, independent of 
the choice of functions /o, /i’..., /n. 
Proof Suppose (f) is also defined hy (j) = [QQ : ... : g^] for some meromorphic 
functions gi on X. By Proposition 2.34, there exists a meromorphic function A on 
X such that gi = Xfi for all i. Since = div(A)+ div(/i), mini{div(仿）}= 
div(A) + mini{div(/i)}. Let Di = - mm,{dW{fi)} and D2 = - miii,{div(^ i)}. 
Di = D2+ div(A), thus |Dil = ID2I. Let E G Write E = div(X；, + = 
+ 二 div(A) + D2 = + G \ct>f\. 
Therefore, = • 
Definition 2.39 Let 0 : X P" be a holomorphic map on a compact Riemann 
surface X. |(/)| defined above is called the linear system of the map (j). 
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Definition 2.40 Let Q be a linear system on a compact Riemann surface X. 
p E X is a base point of the linear system Q if for every divisor E ^ Q, E > p. 
A linear system Q is base-point-free if it has no base point. 
Lemma 2.41 Let 0 : X —> P" 6e a holomorphic map on a compact Riemann 
surface X with non-degenerate image. Then the associated linear system is 
base-point-free. 
Proof Write (/) = [/o ： ... ： /„] for some meromorphic functions fi on X. Let 
D 二 一 mini{div(/i)}. Fix p e X. Suppose D(p) = -ordp(/j) for some j. Let 
E == div(/j) + De \(f)\. Then E(p) = ordp(/j) + D{p) - 0. • 
Proposition 2.42 Let Q C \D\ be a base-point-free linear system of projective 
dimension n on a compact Riemann surface X. Then there exists a holomorphic 
map 0 : X —> P" such that Q = \(J)\ and (f) is unique up to the choice of coordinates 
in P". 
Proof Suppose the linear system Q corresponds to a vector siibspace V of L(D). 
Then Q = {div(/) D : f eV}. Choose basis /o,..., for V. Then Q = |0| 
for (/) 二 [/o : • • • : /n]. It remains to show the uniqueness of 0. Suppose Q = \(j)'\ 
where = [^ o ： • • • ： 9n]- Then \(f)'\ = {div(r^ ) + g = where a^  G C}, 
where D' = - mini{div(认)}. Since |0| = |0'|, we may change coordinates for 4> 
f. 
and assume that div(/i) + Z) = div(识)+ D' for all i. div(—) = D'- D is constant 
• ft "I 
and independent of i. Hence, all — are equal up to constant factor. By adjusting 
9i 
f. 
Qi by constant factors, there exists a single meromorphic function —. Therefore 
9i 
0 = up to change of coordinates in • 
Combining Lemma 2.41 and Proposition 2.42, we have a 1-1 correspondence 
between base-point-free linear system of projective dimension n and holomorphic 
map 0 : X —^  P" with non-degenerate image up to linear coordinate change. W e 
denote as the holomorphic map associated to the complete linear system \D\. 
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Lemma 2.43 Let D be a divisor on a compact Riemann surface X. p E X 
is a base point of \D\ if and only if dim L(D — p) = dim L(D). Hence \D\ is 
base-point-free if and only if for all p E X, dim L(D — p) = dim L(D) — 1. 
Proof Clearly, L(D-v) C L(D). Let f e L(D) and E = div(/) + D G |D|. Ifp 
is a base point of the complete linear system \D\, E{p) > 1 for all E e \D\. That 
is ordp(/) + D(p) > 1’ which implies div(/) > -D + Hence f G L{D-p), and 
L(D) C L(D-p). Thus p is a base point of if and only ifL(D-p) = L{D). By 
Lemma 2.12, p is not a base point of \D\ if and only if dim L(D-p) = dim L(D)-1. 
• • 
Lemma 2.44 Let X he a compact Riemann surface. Let D be a divisor where 
the complete linear system \D\ is base-point-free. Fix distinct p,q G X. Then 
(f)D(p) = (Mo) «/ and only if L(D - p - q) = L(D - p) = L(D — q). Hence 4>D is 
one-to-one if and only if every pair of distinct p,q e X, we have dim L(D-p-q)= 
dirnL(D)-2. 
Proof Since \D\ is base-point-free, by Lemma 2.43, consider the codimension one 
subspace L(D-p) of L{D). Let {/i’. •.，/„} be a basis for L(D-p). Extend the 
basis for L(D) by adding fo in L{D) — L(D - p). Then ordp(/,) > -D(p) + 1 > 
-D{p) for alU > 1 and ordp(/o) = -D{p). Changing the basis for L{D) gives a 
linear change of coordinates for With this basis, (pD = [fo{p) : •.. : fn{p)= 
1 : 0 : ... : 0], after scaling by ：—“⑷.(POIQ) = (PD{P) iff (HW) = [1 : 0 : ... : 0] iff 
ordg(/o) <ordg(/i) for all i > 1. Since q is not a base point of |Z)|, this happens 
iff ord,(/o) 二 -D(q) and ord,(/,) > -D{q) for all z > 1, iff is a 
basis for L(D - q) iff L(D - p) = L{D - q). And so, L(D - p) c L(D - p - q). 
Therefore this proves the first statement. 
It remains to show the second statement. By Lemma 2.12, dim L{D - p)= 
dim L(D - q) = dimL(D) - 1. By Lemma 2.42, either dim L(D - p - q)= 
dim L(D-p) or dim L(D-p-q) + l = dim L(D - p). That is, dim L(D-p-q) 
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is either dim L{D) - 1 or dim L{D) — 2. By the previous argument,小。is one-to-
one iff L{D—p-q) C L{D—p). This happens iff dim L{D—p-q) = dimL(D)-2. 
• 
Lemma 2.45 Let X be a compact Riemann surface. Let D be a divisor where 
the complete linear system \D\ is base-point-free. Assume (po is one-to-one. Fix 
p E X. Then (po is an isomorphism onto its image near p if and only if L{D — 
2p)^L{D-p). 
Proof Same as the proof in Lemma 2.44, choose a basis {/o, /i，...，/„} for L(D) 
such that as ordp(/i) > -D(p) + 1〉 - D ( p ) for all i > 1 and ordp(/o) = -D(p). 
With this basis, we have a coordinate 2; for 4>d- L(D — 2p) ^  L(D - p) iff there 
exists f 茫 L{D - 2p) but f e L{D - p). That is at least one fi has order 
-D(p) + 1，then after scaling by 厂”⑷，九⑷ + q, fr{z)(p) = 0 for all i > 1’ and 
at least one has a, simple zero at p. By the implicit function theorem, is an 
isomorphism onto its image near p. • 
Proposition 2.46 Let X be a compact Riemann surface. Let D be a divisor 
where the complete linear system \D\ is base-point-free. Then 4>D is a one-to-
one holomorphic map and an isomorphism onto its image (that is holomorphi-
cally embedded Riemann surface in P") if and only if for all p,q e X, we have 
d i m L { D - p - q ) = dimL(D) - 2 
Proof By Lemma 2.12, codimension of L(D-2p) in L{D-p) is either 0 or 1. By 
Lemma 2.45，L(D - 2p) + L(D - p). Hence, dim L(D - 2p) + 1 = dim L(D - p). 
Since |D| is base-point-free, by Lemma 2.43, dim L(D-p) + 1 = dimL{D). Thus 
dimL(D — 2p) = dim L(D) - 2. Combine with L e m m a 2.44, for all p,q e X, we 
have dim L(D - p - q) = dim L(D) - 2. • 
Proposition 2.47 Every compact Riemann surface X can be holomorphically 
embedded into a projective space. 
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Proof Let g be the genus of X. Fix any p E X, and consider divisor D = 
{2g + l) -p, then deg(D) = 2g + l. First, we want to show that if deg(D) > 2g-l, 
then L(K -D) = 0. Suppose L{K - D) ^ 0. W e have deg(K - D) = deg{K)— 
deg(D) < (2g — 2) - (2g - 1) = -1. For all f G L{K — D), div(/) >-K + D, 
so deg/ > deg{—K + D) > 1 which leads to a contradiction. 
Thus by Serre Duality, H^{D) = L(K - D) = 0. And by the Riemann-Roch 
theorem, this gives dim L{D) = deg{D)+l-g. Now both deg{D), deg(D-p-q) > 
2g - 1. By the previous argument, we have dimL(D) = deg(Z)) + 1 - ^ and 
dim L(D - p - q) = deg(Z) - p - q) 1 - g. This implies, dim L{D - p - q)= 
dim L(D) 一 2. By Proposition 2.46, 义 一 is a holomorphic embedding, 
where n is the projective dimension of the complete linear system |D|. • 
2.5 Algebraic Curves 
This section is based on the textbook [7 . 
Definition 2.48 An algebraic variety X C P" is the locus of zeros of a collection 
of homogenous polynomials . . . ， ^ ^ P"- We say X is an algebraic 
curve if X has dimension one. 
Definition 2.49 An analytic variety X C f"" is given locally as the zeros of a 
finite collection of holomorphic functions. 
Theorem 2.50 (Chow's Theorem) Any analytic subvanety of projective space 
is algebraic. 
Theorem 2.51 Every compact Riemann surface can be represented as a algebraic 
curve. 
Proof By Theorem 2.47, X can be holomorphically embedded in some P". So, 
it is a complex submanifold in P", and is a an analytic subvariety in P" . By the 
Chow's theorem, it is an algebraic curve. • 
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Definition 2.52 Let f : X ^ Y be a continuous map between two topological 
spaces, f is called a covering map if for all y EY, there is an open neighbourhood 
V of y such that f~^(V) is a disjoint union JJ-^j Ui of open sets Ui such that /|[；. 
is a homeomorphism onto V for all i £ I. 
The cardinality of f~^{y) is locally constant. If Y is connected, the cardinality 
of / — i s independent of ^  G / is called a finite covering if the cardinality 
of /-i(?/) is finite. In particular, f is called a n-sheeted covering if the cardinality 
of f~^(y) is n. Note that any connected n-sheeted covering of A* = {2; € C : 
\z\ < 1} - {0} is isomorphic to the map from A* to A* by sending z to 
Definition 2.53 Let f \ X ^ Y he a continuous map between two locally com-
pact topological spaces. Then f is called proper if for all compact sets K C Y, 
f~^(K) is compact in X. 
Note that if / : X F is a local homeomorphism, then / is a finite covering 
if and only if it is proper. 
Now suppose X is a Riemann surface and / : X —> C is a holomorphic function 
and a local homeomorphism. Consider f : X as local homeomorphism. 
Suppose is a sequence of points in X such that 
1. {xn} is discrete 
2. {f{xn)} converges to a point a G P^ 
3. Let D, = {zeC\\z-a\<£} iiaeC and D, = {z e C : \z\ <-} U {oc} 
if a = 00. Then for sufficiently small £ > 0, all but finitely many {:r„} lie 
in same component of 
Two such sequences and {?/„} are equivalent if the sequence {zn} defined 
by Zn = Xn+i for n is odd and Zn = y号 for n is even also satisfies properties (1) 
to (3). 
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Definition 2.54 A boundary point of X relative to f is an equivalence class of 
sequence {xn} defined above. Denote X = X U {boundary points of X}. 
Let p be a boundary point of X, defined by the sequence Define 
neighbourhoods of p as follows. Let a = lim^^oo fi^n)- For small £〉0，Let 
De 二 {z e C : — a| < £} if a G C and De = {z e C : | 2 | 〉 U {oo} if 
a = oo. Let Qe be a connected component of /"^(D^) containing all but finitely 
many points of Let Cl^  be the union of where fig has the property that 
if {xn} defines a boundary point p in 〜then the set {n : Xn ^ l^ e} is finite. is 
independent of the sequence defining the boundary point and is a neighbourhood 
of a boundary point. Note that this gives a Hausdorff topology. Also, f extends 
to a continuous map / : X P^ by f{p) = lim。一oo /(知）if P is a boundary point 
defined by the sequence 
Definition 2.55 A boundary point p of X relative to f is algebraic if the follow-
ing holds. Let Dg： be a small disc around a = f{p) and Q be a connected component 
of containing all but finitely many points of a sequence defining p. Then 
/(Q) C Ds — {a} and f : Q ^ D^ — {a} is a finite covering. 
Let Afi = {z G C : |2；| < R} and A]^ = An - {0}. There exists n > 1 
such that f : n ^ De - {a} is isomorphic to 九:A*丄 ^ D, - {a} given by 
e n 
二 a + if a e C and A(z)=厂“if a = oo. Then Q = nu {p} is 
neighbourhood of p in X containing no other boundary. Since f : Q D^ - {a} 
is isomorphic to fn defined above, there exists a homeomorphism : A 丄 
en 
with (f)(p) = 0 and f o = fn on A*丄.小 is holomorphic. en 
Let X = X U {algebraic boundary points of X}. W e can extend the complex 
structure on X to one on X by taking (Q, 0) constructed above as a chart con-
taining an algebraic boundary point p e X -X. Let f = /|义Then (X, f ) is an 
algebraic completion of {X, /). 
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Now we want to construct a Riemann surface associated to an irreducible 
polynomial. Let P{x,y) = So(x)y'^ + + . • • + Sn{x) be an irreducible 
polynomial with Si(x) as rational functions. Let V = {(x,y) G C^ : P{x,y)= 
0} and S' = {x e C So{x) = 0} U {a: G C : there exists y e C such that 
QP 
y) = 0 = -^(x, y)} U {oo} C Pi. Define the first projection tt : V —> C by 
7T{x,y) = X. Let V' = V — tt~^{S') and tt' = tx\y>. Then tt' is a n-sheeted finite 
covering by the implicit function theorem. If D^ is a small disc around a G S", 
then 7r'|7r-i(De-{a}) is also a finite covering. Thus — {a}) has finitely many 
connected components. . 
Let Wi,... iWr be the connected components of V' and ttj = 7r|vi/^. : Wj 一 
pi - S'. Then ttj is also a finite covering. Hence every boundary point of Wj is 
algebraic. Let : Wj pi be the algebraic completion of tt^  : Wj —> P^ — S'. 
U p e Wj - Wj and a = (p), there exists a neighbourhood U oi p and £： > 0 
such that : U D^ is isomorphic to the map z az^ iov some m > 0. 
Hence nj\u : U D^ is proper. For all a G there exists £ > 0 such that 
^JU-HD.):充j-i(认）—De is proper. So : W j —> P^ - 5" is proper, and 
有j ： W j 一 pi is proper. Therefore W j is compact. 
Let pr2 ： V —> C be the second projection by pr2{x,y) = y. Let r) = pr2\v' 
which is holomorphic on V. Let ly = r]\wj which is holomorphic on Wj. 
L e m m a 2.56 Suppose + Ci2；几+ 1- Cn = 0 for some Ci,... ,c„ G C where 
not all Ci = 0. Then |2；| < 2maxi 
Proof Letc = maxi|ci|i > 0. Letw = Then • = 0. Since 
c c c几 
hi < liul" < + … + 1. Suppose \w\ > 2. Then 1 S t t + ... + < 
1 一 n 一 
- H 1 < 1 which gives a contradiction. Therefore, \z\ < 2c. • 
2 2" I 
Lemma 2.57 ly extends to a meromorphic function on Wj. 
Proof Let a e p e Wj and = a. Choose a local coordinate 2； at p 
and w at a such that ttj becomes z ^ z^ = w. Let U he 3, neighbourhood of 
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p. By definitions of V and r/, for z ^ 0, rj^(z) + + … + = 0 
J so(w) 
Sj(zu) 
where w = ^jiz). Since ,^ , is meromorphic at it; = 0，there exists c > 0 
S ‘ \W) c 
and N > 0 such that 二— < -~— near w = 0. By Lemma 2.56, \r]j{z)\ < 
i 1 
sAw) 7 cT c' 
2maxj T—r < 2maxj ^ < t-tt for some constants c, c', k. Thus rj-j has a 
so{w) — • 
meromorphic extension on Wj. • 
Lemma 2.58 V' is connected. 
Proof Suppose not, then tti : W i P^ - S" is a r-sheeted covering where 
1 < r < n. For x G P^ - S', let tt-^x) = {pi’...，pr}. Define Gk(x)= 
〈 … 吼 ( 内 1) • • • Vk{Pik)- Since ly is meromorphic on Wj, in a neighbour-
hood of a G \ak{x)\ = | Ei<zi<...<v<r ^ i(Pn) • • • Vk{Pt,)\ < c\z\-^ < c'\x - a|—" 
for some constants c, c', I'. Hence (Jk(x) extends to a meromorphic function on 
pi. Let G{x, = + ... + ar{x) = YlUi(y " l^xeF'-
roots of G{x,y) are roots of P(x, y). Hence G divides P in C(a:)[？/]. Since 
elegy(G) > 1, P is not irreducible. This gives a contradiction. • 
Since V' is connected, 
as an algebraic completion of V' is a compact Rie-
mann surface. Also, VK has a meromorphic function rj. U n : W is an 
extension of tt' : V' — pi - S', then F{n{p), r]{p))三 0 on W. 
Combining with Theorem 2.14 and Theorem 2.15, one has the following. 
Theorem 2.59 Every compact Riemann surface X can be represented as the 
compact Riemann surface of an irreducible polynomial P(x, y) = 0. More pre-
cisely, for any non-constant meromorphic function f on X，we can construct 
a meromorphic function g satisfying a irreducible polynomial P(f,g) = 0. The 
map w {f{w),g{w)) is a conformal bijection of X onto the compact Riemann 
surface associated to the irreducible polynomial P{x, y) = 0. 
Chapter 3 
Invertible Sheaves and Line 
Bundles 
This chapter is based on the textbook [6 . 
3.1 Algebraic Sheaves 
Definition 3.1 Let X be a compact Riemann surface. Define a sheaf Ox,aig 
on X by Ox,ai9{U) = {f ^ M(X) : f is holomorphic for all p G U}. It is 
called the sheaf of regular functions on X. Also define a sheaf Ox,aig[D] on X by 
OxMgWi^) = {f ^ "^(X) :div(/) > -D for all p e U} where D is a divisor 
on X. It is called the sheaf of rational functions with poles bounded by D on X. 
Finally define the sheaf of rational functions on X by Mx,aig(U) = MxjU) for 
every open U. Denote this sheaf by Mx,aig. 
W e denote X with the classical topology by X肌.Recall that we have intro-
duced some sheaves on a compact Riemann surface X with the classical topology, 
such as Ox, Ox[Dl Mx. W e denote the above by Mx^n to 
indicate that the underlying topology is the classical topology. These are the 
analytic sheaves of X. Note that there are natural inclusions Oxan^ig ^  , 
55 
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Ox..,alg[D] 4 O x j D ] a n d y 
Definition 3.2 Let X be a compact Riemann surface. The Zariski topology on 
X is the topology whose open sets are cofinite sets, that is whose complement is 
finite, or empty set. 
W e denote X with Zariski topology by Xzar- Since any Zariski open set is 
a classical open set, Zariski topology is a subtopology of the classical topology. 
Every sheaf of Xan induces a sheaf of Xzar- In particular, we have the inclusions 
Oxzar,al9 y Ox^r^^alg and M 
One can use Zariski topology to define Cech cohomology groups on Xzar using 
the same construction as before. W e denote the cohomology groups of Xzar by 
H^(Xzar^ On Xzar^ we Still have Lemma 1.43. However one do not have 
Lemma 1.44 since Xzar is not paracompact. 
W e now have two different cohomology on X. One is the cohomology of 
an algebraic sheaf with Zariski topology, another one is the cohomology of an 
analytic sheaf with the classical topology. Since Oxan,aig[D\ is a subsheaf of 
O x . A D i this induces a map cj)^  : m[Xan.OxanMg[D]) — ^"(^an, 
Since OxzarAig\^] ^^  a subsheaf of this also induces a map 小2 : 
^"(Xzar, — ^ "(^an, ^>入、…—[D]). Considei' the map 0 - 01 o (^2 ： 
炉 [ X z a r , Oxzar^ aiglD]) 片"(义肌’ ^ ^a'JD]). In fact, (j) providcs an isomorphism 
between H^{Xzar,Ox,^r,aig[D]) and 应"(凡 
Theorem 3.3 Let X be a compact Riemann surface. Then for any divisor D on 
X, the map 4> ： H^{Xzar, ^XzarMgi^]) — are group isomor-
phisms for all n. 
3.2 Invertible Sheaves 
From now on, we will use Zariski topology as the underlying topology. For con-
venience, we denote a compact Riemann surface with Zariski topology by X, 
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instead of Xzar- Also, we enote the sheaf Ox,aig of regular functions on X by O. 
Definition 3.4 Let X be a compact Riemann surface with Zarsiski topology. A 
sheaf T on X is a sheaf of O-module if 
1. for every open set U of X, group T(U) is a 0{U)-module 
2. if V is an open subset of U, then py : ^{V) is • -linear, that is 
for r e 0{U) and f G _ ’ p^y{rf) = 
Note that a sheaf map cf)T — Q between two sheaves of O-module is a sheaf 
map such that : T{U) —> Q{U) is a homomorphism between ⑷-modules, 
for every open U. The kernel sheaf of a sheaf map of sheaves of 0(ZY)-modules is 
also a sheaf of ⑷-module. 
Let ^  be a sheaf on X and U be an open set of X. Define a sheaf T\u on the 
space by = •F(V) for every open subset V of U. 
Definition 3.5 Let X be a compact Riemann surface and ！F be a sheaf of O-
module. We say T is invertible if for all p G X, there exists an open neighborhood 
U of p such that = 0\u as sheaves of 0\u-module. 
Denote 0(； ： 0\u be the above isomorphism. W e call it the trivializa-
tion of JF over O. 
Lemma 3.6 Let X be a compact Riemann surface. Let T he a sheaf of O-
module. Then T is invertible if and only if the following. For all p e X, there 
exists an open neighborhood U of p and a section fu e T{U) such that for all 
open V C U, fv = Pv(fu) generates the module T{V) over 0{V), and has a 
trivial annihilator. 
Proof Let U be an open set in X such that = 0\u as sheaves of O-modules. 
W e have isomorphism 4>v : 0(V) ^(V) for all open V CU, and (jyy commutes 
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with the restriction map. In particular, we have 如 : 0 ( U ) —> T{U) as an 
isomorphism. Let fu G /"([/) be the image of 1 G 0{U), then /" is a generator 
for free module over 0{U). Define fv = Pv(fu) for every open V C U. 
fv = Pvifu) = Pv(^uW) = (/>viPv(l)) = 0v(l). Thus fy generates the free 
module T{V). T{V) is free of rank 1 over 0{U) using a generator fv and it has 
a trivial annihilator in 0{V), that is if rfy = 0 for some r G 0{V), then r = 0. 
• 
fu is called the local generator for the invertible sheaf T at p. The above says 
J^ is invertible if it has a local generator at all points of X. 
Lemma 3.7 Let X be a compact Riemann surface and D be a divisor on X. 
Then the sheaf Ox,aig[D] is an invertible sheaf. Moreover, the local generator for 
Ox,aig[D] atp e X is where z is any rational function on X with a simple 
zero at p. 
Proof Fix p E. X. Since X can be holomorphically embedded in a projective 
space, any global meromorphic functions on X is a rational function. Let z G 
M(X) be a rational function with a simple zero at p. Take z as a local coordinate 
on X at p. Let [/ be a Zariski open set of X defined by removing zeros and poles of 
z and all points q such that D(q) 0, except p. W e want to show that fu = 
is a local generator for Ox,aigl^] at p. Since fu G Ox,aig[D](U), we can define 
fy e Ox,aig[D](V) for every V CU. Each fy has trivial annihilator. It is nonzero 
and multiplication is all happening in M(X). By Lemma 3.6, it remains to check 
fv generates Ox^giDW) over 0(V) for all V CU. Let ge Ox,aig[D](V). Since 
VCU, for all q * p, ord,(g) > -D(q) = 0，ordp⑷ > -D(p). fy = thus 
ord,(/v/) = 0’ ordp(yV) = —D(p). Consider r = ordp(r) > 0 for all peV. 
Thus, r e 0{V) and g = r f y This proves fv generates OxMgl^W) over 0{V). 
• 
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Let T and Q be invertible sheaves of a compact Riemann surface X. Let {Ui) 
be the collection of all open sets of X on which T and Q are trivialized. {Ui} 
forms an open cover of X. For any open U of X, define T ^o Q(U) = {(sj) € 
门 Ui) <^ 0{unui) Q(U n Ui) : SilunUiHUj = SjlunUiHUj for all i, j}. 
Lemma 3.8 The definition given above defines an invertible sheaf on X. We 
denote this sheaf as T <S>o Q, which is called the tensor product of the invertible 
sheaves T and Q. 
Proof Clearly, T %oQ is a presheaf. It remains to check the sheaf axiom and 
the invertibility condition. Choose an open set U and an open cover {14} of U. 
Suppose e T ®o (^Vfc) for each k which agree on Vf, A VJ for all k and I, 
Then sf) G J^iVk n Ui) G{Vk n Ui) where 下,Q trivialized on Ui. Let 
fi e T(Ui), g � e Q(Ui) be generators for and G[Ui) over Then 
fi ⑤识 is a generator of T{Ui) <S>o([/i) Q{Ui). Write sf^ = rj^/i (g) gi for some 
unique G 0{Vk H Ui), and rJ'^ Vfcnvint/j = Since O satisfies the 
sheaf axiom, they patch together to unique r^  G 0 ( U A L ^ such that Vily^ rWi = 
for all k. Let Si 二 e t/i). Then (s^ ) is a section 
o( T over U and restrict to (sf^) for all k. Uniqueness of (si) comes from 
fj. This proves the sheaf axiom. 
Consider the local generators /“ 仿 for J^ \ui,Q\ui respectively. Let Sj = fi\ujnUi^ 
gilujHUi for each j. Then (sj) is a local generator and (sj) e T <S)o G(Ui). This 
proves the invertibility condition. • 
Let T be an invertible sheaf of a compact Riemann surface X. Let {Ui} be 
the collection of all open sets of X on which T is trivialized. {Ui} forms an open 
cover of X. For any open U of X, define = {⑷ G Y[iHomc>{unUi){^{Un 
Ui),0{U n U�) : = SjlunUiHUj for all ij}. 
Lemma 3.9 The definition given above defines an invertible sheaf on X. We 
denote this sheaf as , which is called the inverse of the invertible sheaf T. 
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Proof Clearly, is a presheaf. It remains to check the sheaf axiom and the 
invertibility condition. Choose an open set U and an open cover {14} of U. 
Suppose (Sj⑷）G for each k which agree on \4 门 Vi for all k and I. Then 
sf) e Homoiv,nUi){Hyk n Ui),0{Vk 门 Ui)) where T trivialized on Ui. Let e 
T(Ui) be the generator for T(Ui) over 0{Ui). Suppose s严 is a functional sending 
fi to rf) for some unique rf、G 0{VknUi), and rj'^ Vfen^ nt/, = rfV^nvinc/r Since 
O satisfies the sheaf axiom, they patch together to unique r^  G 0{U n Ui) such 
that ri\v^c^Ui = rf�for all k. Let Si G Homo�unu从HU n Ui),0{U n UiY) be a 
linear functional sending fi to fj. Then (si) is a section of over U and restrict 
to (sj")) for all k. Uniqueness of (si) comes from r: This proves the sheaf axiom. 
Consider the local generator fi for /"It；.. Suppose (pj G Homo{UjC^Ui){^{Uj fl 
Ui),T(Uj n Ui)) be the linear functional sending fi to 1. Let Sj e Homo{UjnUi) 
{T{Uj n n Ui)) be a linear functional sending fi to rj for some rj G 
0(Uj n Ui). Then Sj(fi) = rj(f)j{fi) = rj. Hence (f)j is a local generator and 
€ ！F~^{Ui). This proves the invertibility condition. • 
Denote Inv(X) as the set of isomorphism classes of invertible sheaves on 
X. Let :F be an invertible sheaf. Denote its isomorphism class by [T]. Define 
y] (g) [g\ = [T ®o Q]- To see it is well-defined, suppose T{U) = T'[U) and 
G(U) ^ Q'[U). Then T' 剛 = { ( s . ) G Yl^ ^'{U n U“ ⑧ 。 G ' [ U D U,): 
SilunUiHUj = Sjlunu^nu,} = {(s.) e � : ^ilunUiOUj = 
SjlunUiHU,} 二 •^③ 
Proposition 3.10 Let X be a compact Riemann surface. Inv(X) forms an 
abeUan group with tensor product as group operation and [O] as the identity. In-
verse of the class of an invertible sheaf is the class of the inverse of that invertible 
sheaf. 
Proof First we want to show that ！F (g)^  = O for an invertible sheaf T. 
Let {Ui) be an open cover of X such that there exists a local generator of 
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each On /7 n 11“ T{U n Ui) is generated by f^\unUi. and jr-i(C/ 门[/•) 
is generated by the functional : fi 1. Let (Si) G T ^o Write 
Si 二 rifi (g) (t)i for some unique 7\ e 0(U n Ui) where ri\[/nUinUj = rjlunUiDUj- So, 
Vi patch together to give r G 0(U). Define a sheaf map (p : T 广 丄 O by 
sending (s^) ^ T to r e 0{U), and a sheaf map ip : O ^ T ^o 
by sending r G 0(U) to (si) G J^ ®o Then (/? and i； are inverse to each 
other. 
Let Q, H be invertible sheaves. Similarly, one can check that 0 ® c > T 兰 J^ . 
= Q)®on = T ®o (g %o n). Thus, Inv(X) has O as 
the identity and the tensor product is commutative and associative. • 
3.3 Line Bundles 
Definition 3.11 Let X be a compact Riemann surface. Let L be a set and tt : 
L 一 X be a function. A line bundle chart for L is a bijection 0 : — CxU 
for some open set U C X such that pr:�4> = TT on where pr2 is the 
projection map to the second component, that is pr) : C x U — U by {x,p) p. 
For each p e X, is called a fiber of L. It has a vector space structure 
via (f). The projection map to the first component gives a complex coordinate 2 
which is called the fiber coordinate of L with respect to 0. 
Definition 3.12 Let X be a compact Riemann surface. Let L be a set and tt : 
L — X be a function. Two line bundle charts on L, (pi : tt~^{Ui) —> C X Ui 
and 02 ： 7r"^([/2) C x U2 are compatible if either Ui n U2 = ^ or the map 
:Cx(;7in[/2)^Cx(i7in[/2) has the form (x, p) ^ (t{p)x,p) for some 
regular nowhere zero function t on Ui H U2. t is called the transition function 
between the two line bundle charts. 
Definition 3.13 Let X be a compact Riemann surface. Let L be a set and tt : 
L 一 X be a function. A line bundle atlas for L is a collection of pairwise 
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compatible line bundle charts for L: (f)i : 7T~^{Ui) C x Ui where {Ui} is an 
open cover of X. Two line bundle atlases for L are equivalent if every line bundle 
chart of one is compatible with every line bundle chart of the other. A line bundle 
structure for L is a maximal line bundle atlas for L. A line bundle on X is a 
map TT : L X which has a line bundle structure. 
Definition 3.14 Let X be a compact Riemann surface. Suppose tti : Li —» X 
and tt2 L2 X are two line bundles on X. A function a : Li L2 is a line 
bundle homomorphism if 
1. TT2 O a = TTi 
2. for every pair of line bundle charts : tt~^{Ui) C x Ui for Li and 
： TT—1(^ 72) -^CxU2 for L2, (/)2oao(/)「i : C X (f/int/2) — C x (^Anf/s) 
has the form (x,p) 1—> (f(p)x,p) for some regular nowhere zero function f 
on Ui n U2. 
Definition 3.15 A line bundle isomorphism is a line bundle homomorphism 
which has an inverse. Denote LB(X) as the set of isomorphism classes of line 
bundles on X. 
Proposition 3.16 Let X he a compact Riemann surface and {Ui} be an open 
cover of X. Given nowhere zero regular functions {tjj} on UinU] for every pair of 
(i,j), satisfying the cocycle condition. Then there exists a line bundle L, unique 
up to isomorphism, with line bundle charts 4>i : C x Ui having Uj as 
transition functions. In terms of fiber coordinates Zi, we have Zi — tijZj on UiOUj 
for every pair of {i,j)-
Proof W e want to construct a line bundle using the transition functions. Let 
L = ]J.(CXUi). Define partition of L by identifying (s,p) eCxUj and (tijs.p) e 
C X Ui to be the same partition for p ^ Ui 0 Uj. Let L be the set of partition 
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subsets. Then there is a natural map sending (s,p) to its partition subset. Now, 
we want to make L to be a line bundle over X. W e require that (s,p) £ C x Ui 
identified exactly with (tiiS,p) e C x Ui. That is tu 三 1 for all Ui. W e also need 
tjitij 三 1 on [/j n Uj, so that (s,p) eCxUi identified with {UjS,p) eCxUj and 
then identified back with {tjitijS,p) = (s,p) G C x Ui. With one more condition: 
tkiUjtjk 三 1 on [/i 门 n Uk, one can check that U^i^U^i^. ..“„_“„ 三 1 for any 
n > 3. These three conditions are the cocycle condition of tij. It ensures that 
(s,p) € C X f/j is identified exactly with (tijS.p) E C x Uj. The composition map 
C X Ui ^  L L is injective. Let Li be the image oiCxUi in L, then the above 
composition is a bijection between C x U i and Li. Denote : Lj C x to be 
the inverse. Then is a line bundle chart on L. 
It remains to check that these charts are compatible to each other. Suppose 
and 4>j are two line bundle charts. Let (s’p) G C x Uj. Then = 
{tijS,p) e C X Ui. Since Uj is a nowhere zero regular function on Ui A Uj. 4>“ 4>j 
are compatible. • 
Proposition 3.16 says that we can construct a line bundle by a collection of 
transition functions satisfying cocycle condition. The following examples show 
how to construct tangent line bundle and canonical line bundle by using transition 
functions. 
Example Let X be a compact Riemann surface, and {(f)i ： Ui V^} be an atlas 
on X. Let Tij = Then Tij is a biholomorphic function and T;j is nowhere 
zero. Let Uj = T:j o 0i|[/.n[/j which is a nowhere zero holomorphic function on 
Ui n Uj. Also, {Uj} satisfy cocycle condition. Thus, this defines a line bundle, 
called the tangent line bundle Tx on X. 
Example Let X be a compact Riemann surface. {(f)i : Ui —> Vi] be an atlas on 
X. Let Tij = 4>i o (l)j\ Then Tij is a biholomorphic function and Tlj is nowhere 
zero. T]j。Tj^ = id, so Tj^  = Let Uj =去。(Piluinuj = 。 w h i c h 
ij ij 
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is a nowhere zero holomorphic function on Ui A Uj. Also, {tij} satisfy cocycle 
condition. Thus, this defines a line bundle, called the canonical bundle K x on 
X. 
Definition 3.17 Let X be a compact Riemann surface. Let tt : L ^ X be a line 
bundle on X and U be an open set of X. A regular section of L over U is a 
function s : U — L such that 
1. for every p ^ U, s{p) lies in the fiber of L over p, that is, tt o s = idu 
2. for every line bundle chart • : C x V for L, the composition 
pri o 0 o s\ijnv : F/ N V^  一 C IS a regular function ori A 
Denote Ox,aig{L}(U) as the set of regular sections of L over U• 
Proposition 3.18 Let X be a compact Riemann surface. Let tt : L — X be a 
line bundle on X. Then Ox,aig{L} is an invertible sheaf on X. 
Proof Clearly, Ox,aig{J^} is a presheaf. It remains to prove the sheaf axiom and 
the invertibility condition. Fix an open set U and an open cover {VJ of U. Let 
Si be a regular section of L over Vi for each i and Si = Sj on Vi n Vj. Define 
s : U L by s(p) = Si{p) if p G Vi. It is well-defined and satisfies •n o s = idu• It 
remains to check that priO(j)os\unw : [ A V K — C is a regular function for all line 
bundle chart 0. Let = pri o o Si^rw : K A — C. Then G 0(Vi n 
Since Si = sj on K n Vj, fi = fj on K n V} n Since O is a sheaf, f, patch 
together to f G 0{U D W). By construction, f = pn o (j) o s\unw G 0{U n IV). 
Therefore s is a regular section of L over U. This proves the sheaf axiom. 
Fix a line bundle chart 0 : —^  Cxf/ for L and an open set U. For each 
open subset V CU, define a : 0{V) Ox,aig{L}(V) by sending / to s；, where 
s/ is a regular section from V to L by sending p e V to (f)~^{f(p),p) G L. And 
define (5 : by sending s to where fs = pn o(/)os. Then 
aoP(s){p) = = = s(p). (3oa{f)(p) =priO(f)o 
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( / ) 一 i ( / ( p ) ’ p ) = f{p). Hence a, l3 are inverse to each other, thus Ox,aig{L}{V)= 
0(V) as (9-modules. Since they are compatible with restriction maps, we also 
have Ox,aig{L}\u — 0\u as a sheaf isomorphism. This proves the invertibility 
condition. • 
The above proposition induces a map 0{—} : LB{X) —>• Inv(X) by sending 
L to Ox,al9{L}. 
Definition 3.19 Let X be a compact Riemann surface. Let ir : L X be a line 
bundle on X. A rational section of L is a regular section s : U L on a Zariski 
open set U of X. In other words, there is a finite set A C X and a function 
s : X — A L such that 
1. for every p £ X — A, s(p) lies in the fiber of L over p, that is, iros = idx-A 
2. for every line bundle chart 0 : t t — C x V for L, the composition 
pn o (j)o s|v : V C is a rational function on V. 
Definition 3.20 Let X be a compact Riemann surface. Let tt : L ^ X be a 
line bundle on X. Let s be a rational section of L. The order of s at a point 
p E X, denoted by ordp(s)，is the order of rational function f = pri o(f)o s where 
小 ： — > C X [/ is any line bundle chart of L with U containing p. 
W e have to check that the above definition is independent of the choice of 
line bundle chart. Let 0' : TT'^V) ^ C X V he another line bundle chart with 
a nowhere zero regular transition function t between the two line bundle charts. 
Then /' = pn o 0' o s is exactly tf. ordp(/') = ordp(i/) = ordp⑴ + ordp(/)= 
ordp(/). 
Definition 3.21 The divisor of a rational section s is div(s) = I]pexOrdp(s) .p. 
Proposition 3.22 Let L be a line bundle on a compact Riemann surface X and 
si,S2 be two rational sections of L. Then div(si)〜div(S2). 
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Proof Fix a line bundle chart 4>: 7r_i([/) —> C x f/ for L. Let fi = pri o0osj for f 
i 二 1，2 and g = For any line bundle chart : t t — 一 C x t/'’ denote the 
h 
transition function from • to 0' by t. Then f- = pri ocp'osi is tfi and we also have f' 
g =： -J. Hence is a rational function and is independent of line bundle chart. 
h 
For all p € [/ nt/'，ordp(si) = ordp(/i) = ordp(p)+ ordp(/2) = ordp(^)+ ordp(S2). 
Since g is independent of line bundle chart, the above holds for all p E X. Thus, 
div(si)〜cliv(S2). • 
Recall that the Picard group Pic(X) =Div(X)/PDiv⑷.By the above propo-
sition, we obtain a map [div]: LB(X) ->Pic(X) by sending L to [div(s). 
3.4 Isomorphic Representations of the Picard 
Group 
Let X be a compact Riemann surface with Zariski topology. Using Zariski topol-
ogy, we have the 1 对 cohomology group 0*x^ aig) where O 又 i s the algebraic 
sheaf of nowhere zero regular functions, that is C)*x’aig[U) = {/ G Ox,aig(U) : / 
has no zeros on 7^}. By Proposition 3.10，we have the group of isomorphism 
classes of invertible sheaves Inv(X). W e also have the set of isomorphism classes 
of line bundles LB(X). Recall that the Picard group is the group of divisors on 
X modulo the subgroup of principal divisors. W e are going to prove the isomor-
phisms between the following groups: 乂 X , 0 乂 a i g ) , Inv{X), LB{X), Pic(X). 
Recall that the analytic sheaf V'wx is defined by VWx(U) = {divisors with 
discrete support inU}. W e now define an algebraic sheaf VWx,aig by T>Wx,aig{U)= 
{divisors with finite support in U}. Let M*x^aig be a constant algebraic sheaf de-
fined by Mx,aigi^) 二 ^xi^)- Define a sheaf map div: Mx^aig —饥vx’cdg by 
sending a nowhere zero rational function on U to the part of its divisor supported 
on U. Then OJ^’— is the kernel sheaf of the sheaf map div. 
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Lemma 3.23 Let X be a compact Riemann surface with Zariski topology. The 
map div: M*xaig — 如 x , a i g an onto map of sheaves. 
Proof Fix a Zariski open set U containing p e X and D G T>ivx,aig(U). If 
= 0, Define V by deleting support of D from U. Then is a Zariski open 
set because D has finite support in U, also jD == 0 二 div(l) when restricted to 
V. If D{p) + 0，since X can be holomorphically embedded in a projective space, 
any global meromorphic functions on X is a rational function, and there is a 
rational function f on X such that ordp(/) = 1. Define V by deleting support of 
D and zeros and poles of f from (/, except p. Then V is a Zariski open set, and 
D = D(p) . p = div(/仍P)) when restricted to V. • 
Proposition 3.24 Let Gbe a constant sheaf on a Riemann surface X. Then for 
n>l, H^{Xzar.G) = 0. 
Proposition 3.25 Let X be a compact Riemann surface. There is a group iso-
morphism between Pic(X) and Ox^aig)-
Proof The kernel sheaf of div: M*x,aig 一 is O^.a/g' and by Lemma 3.23, 
div is onto. Thus we have the short exact sequence of sheaves 0 — O ^ i^g — 
M*xaig ^ 饥vx，aig 0. This indiices a long exact sequence of cohomology 
0 — - V\vx,ai,{X) A — 0 since 
H\{XMXai9) 二 Q by Proposition 3.24. Also, O 乂 兰 C*’ ^ 
M(X) - {0} and V\vx,aigW = Div(X). The exact sequence becomes 0 — 
C* _ M{X) - {0} SDiv(X) A — 0. So, = 
Div(X)/zm(div) ^  Div(X)/PDiv(X) = Pic(X). • 
The above isomorphism is induced by the connecting homomorphism. W e 
denote this isomorphism by A : Pic(X) f{i(X,0*x,aig), 
By Lemma 3.7, Ox,aig[D] is an invertible sheaf. For simplicity, denote Ox,aiglD 
by 0[D]. One can check that if Di ~ D2, then Ox,aiglDi] = Ox,aig[D2\ where the 
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isomorphism is given by multiplication of f where div(/) = Di _ D2. Therefore, 
we have a well-defined map 0[—] : Pic(X) —>• Inv(X). 
Proposition 3.26 Let X be a compact Riemann surface. Then the map 0[—]: 
Pic{X) —> Inv(X) is an isomorphism of groups. 
Proof First we need to check that 0[—\ is a homomorphism of groups, that 
means to show 0[Di + D2] = 0[Di] O o 0[D2]. By Lemma 3.7，O is locally 
generated by rational function f with div(/) = —D. Choose an open cover {Ui} 
of X such that both 0[Di] and 0[L>2] are trivialized on Ui. Let 八⑴ and /f) be 
local generator of 0[Di] and 0[L>2] on lU Thus, div(//i)if)) = - D i — D2 on 
U- , and J [⑴i s a local generator for 0[Di + D2] on Ui. Define a bilinear map 
from 0[Di] x 0[D2] to 0[Di + D2] by multiplication and extends bilinearly. It 
descends to the sheaf map from 0[Di] %。0[D2\ to 0[Di + D2I which sends the 
local generator jf) (g) if) for 0[Di] % o 0(^2] to the local generator jf)jf) for 
0[Di 4- ^ 2]- Hence this map is an isomorphism. This proves that 0[—] is a group 
homomorphism. 
It remains to check that 0[-] is one-to-one and onto. Since O is the identity 
in the group Inv(X), it suffices to show that if 0[D] = O as sheaves of O-
modules, then [D] = 0 in Pic(X). Since O has a global generator 1, 0[D 
also has a global generator f . f\u is a local generator for every 0[D]{U) over 
0(U). That is OlD]{U) consists of multiples of f\u by elements in 0(U). Hence 
0[D] = O卜div(/)]. This implies D = -div(/). Therefore [D] = 0 in Pic(X). 
This proves that 0[-] is one-to-one. 
Suppose T e Inv{X). Let {Ui} be an open cover such that T trivialized. Let 
fi be a local generator for Then there exists Uj e 0*([/乂 n Uj) satisfying 
cocycle condition such that fi = tijfj on Ui Ci Uj. Fix index 0, consider tio G 
0*{Uo n Ui) for each i. Define a divisor D on X by D[p) = -ordp(tio) if P G Ui. 
It is well-defined because if p G A Uj, Uo = Ujtjo, then ovdp{tio) = ovdp{tjo) 
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since Uj e 0*(J7i (1 Uj). Now, it remains to check 0[D] = T. O n each [/“ define 
a map: 0[D]{Ui) — by sending the local generator ti�for 0[D]{Ui) to the 
local generator fi for T{Ui), and extend (9(f7i)-lmearly. This is compatible with 
the restriction map because Uj satisfy cocycle condition. 
Since Uo 二 tijtjo and fi = Ujfj on Ui n [/j，if C A Uj, the map on Ui by 
sending tio to fi and the map on Uj by sending tjo to fj induce the same map on 
U. By the sheaf axiom, it gives an isomorphism from 0[D\{U) to J^{U) for every 
open U. This proves that 0[-] is onto. • 
Define a map Hi : LB{X) — O^^^jg) by sending a line bundle L to 
the cohomology class of 1-cocycle (Uj) where {tij} are the transition functions of 
a line bundle atlas of X. One need to check that H^ independent of the choice 
of line bundle atlas. 
Lemma 3.27 For a line bundle L on a compact Riemann surface X, the coho-
mology class Hi(L) G ^*x,aig) is well-defined, independent of line bundle 
atlas used to define L. 
Proof Fix an open cover U = {Ui} of X. Let (f)i : 一 C x and 
(/)； : TT'^Ui) — C X [/j be two line bundle charts. 0； o = (riX,p) where 
n e 0*{Ui). Then 1-cocycle defined by 0'. differs from 小、by the coboimdary 
(—).So, we have the same class in H^U, SO as in H^[Xzari ^x alq)-
r?. ’ 
This proves that H i is independent of the choice of the line bundle atlas. 
Suppose there are two open covers. Since any two open covers have a common 
refinement. It suffices to check the independence under refinement. Let V = {Vfc} 
be a refinement oiU = {Ui} with the refining map r, that is V^ C /7r(fc). Use the 
same line bundle charts restricted to V. Then 1-cocycle Hi[L) defined by the 
open cover U maps to 1-cocycle defined by the open cover V through the map 
H{r). So, they are equal in the limit group This proves that 
Hl is independent of the choice of the open cover. • 
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Lemma 3.28 The mapping Hi : LB(X) —> 0*x aig) is a bijection 
Proof By Proposition 3.16，given tij G 0*{Ui A f/j) satisfying cocycle condiiton, 
there exists a unique line bundle up to isomorphism. Since {tij) is a 1-cocycle for 
sheaf 0*x aig, it satisfies cocycle condition. This proves that H^ is onto. 
Suppose two line bundles tti : Li —> X with line bundle charts (f)i : 一 
C X Vj and L2 — X with line bundle charts 啦 : 7 r ~ ^ { W k ) C x Wk map to 
the same cohomology class under Hi. Let {Ui} be a common refinement of the 
two open covers of line bundle atlas of Li and L2. Then the transition functions 
{tij) and (sij) induced from transition functions of Li and L2 respectively give 
V J* • 
the same cohomology class in H^(Xzar, 0*x,aig)- That is tij— = Sij for some 
n e 0*(Ui). Now, we define a line bundle automorphism rj : C x f/j —^  C x 
by ri{x,p) = (riX,p). Consider & = r; o (j)i. Then & : C x is a line 
bundle chart. Since ocj);: = r、, is compatible with 4>i. Let (uij) be transition 
functions of charts Then o = r^  o o o rj^, thus Uij = tij— = Sij. 
Therefore, there are line bundle atlases for both Li, L2 with the same open cover 
and the same transition functions, so Li = L2. This proves that H l is one-to-one. 
• 
Using the bijection Hi : LB{X) — we can put an abelian 
group structure on LB(X) by defining group operation via Hi. Then we have 
He as a group isomorphism. 
Define a map Hj : Inv{X) 0*x^aig) as follows. Suppose J" € Inv(X). 
Let U = {Ui} be an open cover of X such that T is trivialized on each Ui. Let fi 
be the generators on Ui. Write fi = Ujfj on each Uij. Then Uj G and 
(tij) is a 1-cocycle for the sheaf O*. Hence it represents a class in H^{X,0*x ^ig)-
Define to be this class. Note that it is independent of the choice of local 
generators and open covers. 
In fact, one can show that Hj o 0[-] = A, A o [div] = and Hi o 0{-}= 
Hl 
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去.Therefore the groups Oi’。,"），Inv(X), LB{X), Pic(X) are isomorphic 
to each other. Also, the following diagram commutes. 
Inv(X) 
丨\\ . 
� { - } / V \ � H 
/ 昨 , � W \ 
UI 一 A 
LB{X) — > Pic{X) 
Chapter 4 
A Uniqueness Theorem for 
Algebraic Curves 
This chapter is based on the paper [8] and the textbook [3 . 
4.1 Associated Curves and Normal Forms 
Suppose / : X P" is a non-degenerate holomorphic embedding of a compact 
Riemann surface X, that is f(X) is not contained in any hyperplane in P". 
Notice that the image, f{X) is an algebraic curve. W e can write f locally by 
f{z) 二 [Vo(z) : ... ： Vn{z)] where v{z) = (vo{z),.. .,Vn{z)) is a holomorphic 
vector-valued function to 
Note that f{z) is well-defined even if v{z) = 0 at isolated point. Suppose 
v{zo) = 0 and k 二 min{ord2o?;i(2；)}. W e can write f(z) = [z-''vo(z):...: 
z~^Vn(z)] which is well-defined near zq. 
Definition 4.1 Define the k-th associated curve of f，fk : X — G(/c + l ,n+l ) c 
尸(八fc+I CR^+I) by fk{z) = [v{z) A v'{z)八…八 V⑷⑷:. 
To check fk is well-defined, we need to show that fk is independent of chart 
2, independent of local representation v{z), and v{z)八 i!'(z)八…八 v⑷(2) * 0. 
72 
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Let w be another chart on X. Then = This gives v A = 
ow oz ow ow 
dz , dv. ^ , d^v , dz. “i+i) . d^v. , , 
——（vA^). In general，V 八.•.八 = (7^) 2 丄 hus, 八...八 dw dz ow'' ow oz^ 
t；⑷(li；)] = [^ (2;) A...八⑷(2)] and fk is independent of chart. Let u{z) = p{z)v{z) 
be another local representation of f(z). Then u{z) A u'{z) = p^(z)v{z) A v'{z). 
In general, u(z) A ... w⑷(2;) = A ... A ？；⑷(2). Thus, [u(z) A … 八 
^^��]=[v{z)八…八 V⑷(2；)] and fk is independent of local representation. 
Suppose v(z)八...八？；⑴(z)三 0 and v(z)八...八 • 0 for some i < k. So, 
i；⑷⑷ can be written as linear combination of v(z),..., Also, (v{z) A 
...Av“-i)(z))' = A. •.八”“-2)(:—⑷⑷=pi^z)v{z)/\. • . A v (… ( i - i )⑷ 
for some p(z). Hence, fi-i(z) is constant and f(X) lies in a (z — l)-plane in P", 
which contradicts to the nondegeneracy of /. Therefore, fk is well-defined. 
Fix zo G X. Write f(z) = [Vo(2；) ： ... : where ^ (2:0) + 0. Make a linear 
change of coordinate in such that V(ZQ) = (1,0,..., 0). Write ..., 
Vn[z)) = —2；0产+1树(2)’...’1；丄(2；)) with (?;i(zo)，...，?;i(2:o)) + 0 and > 0. 
Next, make a linear change of last n coordinates in C^+i such that (^ {(zo),..., 
<(zo)) = (1，0’...’0). Write ..., = (2： - 2：0产+1(|；•(之)’…’ t；二 (之)） 
with (vK^o),... ,VL{ZO)) + 0 and OLI > 0. By continuing the above process, 
we obtain v{z) = (1 + ... ’（2： - z�广+1 + ... ’（2： — 2o 产+"2+2 + • •.,…，（之— 
勿)ai+…+a„+n + ) This expression of f is called the normal form of curve f 
near ZQ. W e can further assume zq = 0 and normalize v{z) by making vo(z)三 1. 
Thus, we obtain v{z) = (1,2;。i+i + ..., + ••.，•..，产+...+。„+" + •. ) ^ ^^^ 
Zo = 0. 
Note that /^(^o) is spanned by first /c + 1 linearly independent vectors from 
V{ZQ),V'(ZO),V"{ZO), .... Writing f in the normal form is same as choosing basis 
in C^+i such that fk(zo) is spanned by {eo, •.. ,6^}. 
Definition 4.2 Given in terms of Euclidean coordinates in a neighbourhood of 
f{zo) by fi{z),..., fn{Z)- Define the ramification index of f at zq to be (5{ZQ)= 
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Denote Pki^o) to be the ramification index of the A:-th associated curve of 
/，fk at Zq. TO compute Pki^o), we need to write f in normal form. That is 
v{z) = (1,2射+1 + ...，2；对+"2+2 + ...,...,^ai+...+an+n + .. .). The homogenous 
coordinates of fk{z) in P(八C。+i) are the determinants of {k + 1) x {k + 1) 
minors of the (k + 1) x (n + 1) matrix 
(V{Z) \ ( 1 + ... 产+ 1 + 产+."+a„+ri+ ..、 
v'(z) _ 0 (tti + + • . . . 
• • • . . 
、v^'Kz) I 0 ; : ‘ • • 丨 
Denote 财“’…““丄 to be the minor that is composed of z'l,... columns. 
Then |Mi，...’fc+i| has the smallest order at 0，and |Mi”..’fc’fc+2| has the second 
smallest order at 0. Therefore, fU-o) = m<’...““i{ord,,(|-丨!•’…丨)}= 
, , d |Afi,..，fc，fc+2(:)|、 
五 队 … , � � I 
|Mi”..’fc+i| 
1 + • . . + 1 + a^i+.-.+afe+fc + ... 
0 + . . . 
. • • • 
. . * • • 
0 ： ： ： 
(ai + + ... + + 2)2 叫+"2+1 + 
—ai(ai + + … + + + + 2)z … + 
• 争 會 . 
• • • 
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(ai + l) + . . . (ai + + + . . . 
ai(ai + 1) + . . . (ai + + l)(ai + + 2)2;"2+i + 
• • • . • • • • 
• • > • 
• • • • 
• • • • 
二⑷(广 1)之02 + 1 之a3+2 . .之 
(ai + l) + . . . (Qi + Q2 + 2) + . . . 
ai(ai + 1) + ... (Qfi + + l)(ai + + 2) + 
• • • 
• • . 
(QI + 1) + . . . («1+«2 + 2) + . . . 
-一i+�2+".+cu ai(ai + 1) + …（a i + + l)(ai + ^^ + 2) + 
一 z 
• • . . 
• • . • 
• • . . 
• • 争 • 
• • . . 
Similarly, we have 队…，fc’fc+2| 
+ !) + •.• + + 2) + . . . 
+ !) + ••• (c^ i + »2 + + + 2) + 
• • • . . 
• • . . 
鲁 • . . 
• • • . 
Therefore, we have Pk{zo) =。r‘(基丨！^…，二：)丨丨)=a“i. W e denote 
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4.2 Proof of a Uniqueness Theorem for Alge-
braic Curves 
Theorem 4.3 (The General Pliicker Formula) Let X be a compact Riemann 
surface of genus g, and f : X be a non-degenerate holomorphic embedding. 
Denote dk to be the number of intersections of fk{X) meeting a (n — k— I)-plane 
in P". Then 2g - 2 = —24 + Z^fc + 4-i + 4+i forl<k<n-l. 
Proof Please refer to [3]. • 
Proposition 4.4 Let X be a compact Riemann surface of genus g, and f .. X — 
pn be a non-degenerate holomorphic embedding. Let Hi, H2,…，Hq be hyper-
planes in in general position, that is any n + 1 of them are linearly indepen-
dent. LetM = \JI=if-�IW. Then {q - (n + l))do < in(n + l){2(g - 1) + \M\} 
where \M\ denote the cardinality of M. 
Proof Since f is non-degenerate, f(X) is not contained in any hyperplane. W e 
can write M = {pi,... ,Pr}- If Hi intersects f(X) at pj e M with multiplicity 
ruij, then by the definition of do, for each hyperplane, I]i<j<r ^ ij = do. Thus, 
1 2 饥 ” = — (1) 
l<i<ql<j<r 
For all Pj G M , since H〜,H2”..are in general position, at most n hyper-
planes can intersect f(X) at pj. Then there exists A C {1,2,... ,q} with \A\ = n 
such that 
Y j rUij S l r r u j (2) 
l<j<q i€A 
Suppose z{pj) == 0 and write f in normal form at z = 0, that is f{z)= 
1 + ... : + ...:...: ^ ai+-4-a„+n + ... j for all 巧，for a unique hyperplane, 
it can intersect f(X) at Pj with multiplicity at most a H \-an-\-n. The second 
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hyperplane can intersect f(X) at pj with multiplicity at most q H |-Q;„_i+n—1, 
and so on. So, we have 
y ^ rriij < (ai + 1) + (ai + + 2) H h (ai H 1- a„ + n) 
ieA 
= E (n + 1 - i)a,ipj) + in(n + 1) (3) 
l<i<n 
Combine (1)，(2), (3)，we have 
Y^ 爪ij 知⑴ 
l<j<rl<i<q .. 
< E 叫 j � ( 2 ) 
l<i<r ieA 
< I ] [ Z I (n + 1 -加 ( P j ) + 臺几(n +1)1 M 3 ) 
l<j<r l<i<n 
< X ] (n + 1 — 0 I ] ^r(Pj) + + 1) 
l<i<n l<j<r 
\<i<n 
By the general Pliicker formula, we have 2g - 2 = -2dk + + d^-i + <4+i for 
1 < fc < n - 1 and - 2 = -2do + A) + (h. Hence Ei<i<n(^ + 1 - i)Pi-i 
二 E [(n + 1 - i}(2di.i -d广 + 2g- 2))] + nPo 
2<i<n 
= - ( n - l)do + ndi - 4] + n(n - l)(g - 1) + [2ndo - ndi + 2n{g - 1) 
= n{n-\-l){g-l) + {n-\-l)do 
Therefore, we have 
doq < n(n + !)((； - 1) + (n + l)do + ]-n(n + 1)|M| 
implies 
(g - (n + l))do < + l){2(g - 1) + |M|} 
• 
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Lemma 4.5 Let X be a compact Riemann surface of genus g, and f,g : X — 
P" be two distinct non-degenerate holomorphic embeddings. Let Hi,H2,... ,Hq 
be hyperplanes in general position in P". Then there exists a dense set S C 
C^+i - {0} such that for all s = (SQ, ..., G S, hyperplane HS defined by 
SoZo + ... + SnZn = 0 soMsfies n f-i(Hs) = 0 and g-\H,)门 = 0 
for all 1 < i < q. 
Proof Let A 二 U which is a finite subset of X. Suppose 
[vq, ..., Vn) and (uo,..., Un) are local representations of f and g respectively. For 
all p e A, let Kf’p = {(2:0, ...,Zn)e : + .. . + = 0} and Kg、p = 
{(^0,...，e : ZoUoip)-^. • . + = •}. Define K = LUa(1</，pU/^5，p). 
Then the dense set S = C"+i — K is our desired set. • 
Theorem 4.6 (Uniqueness Theorem for Algebraic Curves) Let X be a com-
pact Riemann surface of genus g, and f,g : X be two distinct non-
degenerate holomorphic embeddings. Let Hi,H2,. •. ,Hq be hyperplanes in general 
position in P". Suppose that 
2. / 二”nULi/-W 
Then q < ^{{n + 1” + ^(n + 1)4 + 4n2(n + 1 ) ( � 1 ) } . 
Proof Let di = deg(/) and d: = deg(g). W L O G , assume 2 < < d�. Let 
Hi,...,Hq given by Hi : a^ z^o + h ai^Zn = 0. Let (vq, . •., and {uq, •.., 
be the local representations of f and g respectively. Let (/, Hi) = ai^Vo-\ \-ai^Vn 
and (仏 //i) = ftioWo H 1- ai^Un- By Lemma 4.5，there exists a hyperplane Hg 
such that (凡）=0 and 9-'{H^)^\9~\Hs) = 0 for 1 < z < For 
each i, ({’ 巧;\ - is a well-defined rational function on X, because it is 
(仏 
independent of the choice of local representation. 
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W e want to show that there exits 1 < io < Q such that ((’» —(,，巧;。)丰 0. 
U,Hs) [g, Hs) 
Suppose not, that is ({’"^。—(严,三 0 for all 1 < < < q. By changing 
homogenous coordinates in P", we may assume that Hs Zq = 0 and Hi : Zi = 0 
y. 以. for all 1 < z < n. Then — = — for all 1 < i < n. Thus f 三 g, which gives a 一 - Uo 
contradiction. 
Let M = U L i f = g on M by assumption (2). For all x e M, x is 
a zero ot . „ „ . - 7 ~ H e n c e 
\M\ < deg - < 2d, (4) 
By assumption (1), M = U L i = By Proposition 4.4, we 
have 
(g - (n + < + l){2(g - 1) + |M|} (5) 
Combine (4) and (5)， 
+ (6) 
«2 
Also, . G M . S a zero o f ^ - M with mult. - > 
minjmiiltx 二。、) If /-、//。has one element, then multx 
( - ^-r^) > d i > 2 . If has more than one element, it has \(J,Hs) �g,Hs�J 
at least two zeros of the function (/, 二 '。) - (产，巧。、) . B y summing up all the 
[g, tls) 
hyperplanes, 
2 “ E E m u l t , ( 牆 — 嘲 
<n V . . u l t J i l ^ - i i l M ] 
V (/’ Hs) (g, H,) J 
< 2nd2 
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Hence, 
q < nd2 (7) 
Combine (6) and (7), q < mm{nd2, + + —1)}. With respect 
to d2, min{nc?2, (n + 1)2 + —n(n + l)(g — 1)} is maximum when nd2 = (n + 1)2 + 
"2 
\{n + l){g - 1). This gives d) = ^[(n+l)^ + ^/(n + 1)^  + 4n2(n + - 1)] 
(12 
Therefore, q < ^{{n + 1” + ^(n + l y + l){g - I)}. • 
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